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A b s t r a c t
The famous Thue theorem s assert th a t there exist arb itrarily  long words w ithout 
squares over a 3-letter a lphabet and  arb itrarily  long words w ithout overlaps over 
a 2-letter alphabet. We consider two consequences of his researches: nonrepetitive 
games and  squarefree colourings of line arrangem ents.
The bigger p a r t of the  thesis is devoted to  a gam e-theoretic variant of Thue resu lt, 
where a word is constructed  jointly by two players who alternately  append letters 
to  the  end of an existing word. One of the  players (Ann) takes care of avoiding 
predefined repetitions, while the  o ther one (Ben) tries to  force them . O ur aim  is to  
characterize the  w inning strategies for A nn dependent on the  size of the  a lphabet and 
the  kind of the  repetitions. In  particu lar, we provide explicit algorithm s for avoiding: 
non-trivial squares over an 8-letter alphabet, overlaps over a 4-letter alphabet, and 
5th  powers over a b inary  alphabet.
In  the  rem aining p a rt of the  thesis we study the  following geom etric aspects 
of Thue problem . Given a set L of lines in the  plane and  a set P  of all in tersection 
points of lines in L, w hat is the  least num ber of colours needed to  colour P  so th a t 
every line in L is squarefree? W hat is the  least num ber of colours needed to  colour 
the  plane so th a t every p a th  of the  un it distance graph  whose vertices are colinear 
is squarefree? We prove th a t upper bounds for these num bers are respectively: 405 
and 36.
S tre s z c z e n ie
Słynne tw ierdzenia Thuego zapew niają o istnieniu dowolnie długich słów bez kw adra­
tów  nad  alfabetem  trzyliterow ym  oraz dowolnie długich slow bez nakładek nad  alfa­
betem  dwuliterowym . Rozw alam y dwie konsekwencje jego badan: gry bez pow torzen 
oraz bezkw adratowe kolorowania ukladow linii prostych.
W ieksza cześć pracy jest poświecona wariantowi rezu lta tu  Thuego wywodzacemu 
sie z teorii gier, gdzie slowo wynikowe jest konstruowane wspolnie przez dwoje graczy, 
ktorzy naprzem iennie dolaczaja litery n a  koniec istniejacego slowa. Jeden z graczy 
(Ania) dba o unikanie predefiniowanych pow torzen, kiedy drugi z nich (Benek) 
probuje je  wymusic. Naszym  celem jest charakteryzacja strateg ii wygrywajacych 
dla Ani zalegnie od wielkosci umywanego alfabetu  i rodzaju  powtorzen. W  szcze- 
golnosci dostarczam y formalne algorytm y do unikania: nietryw ialnych kw adratow  
nad  alfabetem  osmioliterowym, nakladek nad  alfabetem  czteroliterow ym  oraz piatych 
poteg nad  alfabetem  binarnym .
W  pozostalej czesci pracy studiujem y nastepujace geom etryczne aspekty zagad­
nienia Thuego. M ajac dany zbiór L prostych na  płaszczyznie i zbiór P  wszystkich 
punktow  przecięcia prostych z L, jaka  jest najm niejsza liczba kolorów potrzebna 
do pokolorowania P  tak , ze kazda p rosta  w L jest bezkw adratow a? Jaka jest 
najm niejsza liczba kolorów po trzebna do pokolorowania plaszczyzny tak , ze kazda 
sciezka grafu o krawedziach dlugosci jednostkowej skladajacego się ze wspołliniowych 
punktow  jest bezkw adratow a? Dowodzimy, ze ograniczenia gorne na  te  liczby wyno- 
sza odpowiednio: 405 oraz 36.
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In trod uction
1.1 O utline
A finite word is called a square (respectively: cube, m th  power) if it is built of two 
(three, m ) identical consecutive subwords. An overlap is a finite word consisting of 
two identical overlapping subwords.
In 1906 Thue proved th a t there exist arb itrarily  long squarefree words over 
a 3-letter alphabet, and  he continued his research which resulted  in finding arb i­
trarily  long overlap-free words over a 2-letter alphabet [6, 33, 34]. These results 
inspired considerable research leading to  emergence of a new branch, Com binatorics 
on W ords, w ith  lots of deep results, in triguing connections and  im portan t applications 
in diverse areas of M athem atics and  C om puter Science (see [1, 7, 13, 19, 26, 29]).
Com binatorics on W ords has also a bond w ith a m olecular biology. A genome of 
living organism s consists of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), a s truc tu re  built of long 
chains of four nucleobases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thym ine (T). 
From an ab strac t point of view we consider words of length  a t least tens of mil­
lions over a 4-letter a lphabet {A, C, G, T} and check the ir properties in order to  find 
subwords like squares, cubes and bigger powers (called tandem repeats), re la ted  to  
genome m utations and  ind iv idual’s inherited  tra its .
In th is paper we study m any gam e-theoretic variants of T hue’s results -  le t’s call 
them  nonrepetitive games and present the ir general idea. More detailed descriptions 
of particu la r games are provided la ter in the  thesis.
D e f in it io n  1.1 (G eneral nonrepetitive gam e). Two players, A n n  and Ben, are col­
lectively building a word by alternately appending letters from  a fixed alphabet A  
at the right end of a previously constructed word. B en ’s goal is to create a repetition, 
while A n n  tries to prevent it from  happening.
First of them  is a squarefree game  -  the  game in which Ben wants to  construct 
a square, bu t Ann a ttem p ts  to  stop him  -  in troduced by Pegden in [30]. Of course, 
she cannot prevent trivial squares of length  1, since Ben may repeat a le tte r ju s t 
picked by A nn in her last move. Sometimes in the  thesis we refer to  the  squarefree 
game as to  a non-trivial-squarefree game. Can A nn prevent non-trivial squares while
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playing arb itrarily  long w ith  Ben over some finite a lphabet?  The answer is positive, 
as proved by Pegden [30]:
T h e o re m  1.2 (Pegden 2011). A n n  has a strategy to create arbitrarily long words 
without trivial squares while playing the squarefree game over a 37-letter alphabet.
The proof is non-constructive as it uses a probabilistic argum ent based on a spe­
cial version of the  Lovasz Local Lem m a (see [4]). The bound  of 37 was next lowered 
in [22] by using an  entropy compression argum ent -  a novel technique inspired by 
an algorithm ic version of the  Lovasz Local Lem m a due to  Moser and Tardos [28]:
T h e o re m  1.3 (G rytczuk, Kozik, Micek 2013). A n n  has a strategy to create arbitrar­
ily long words without trivial squares while playing the squarefree game over a 6-letter  
alphabet.
However, this m ethod is also non-constructive. In particu lar, it does not guaran­
tee th a t there is a strategy  w ith  finite description  for A nn over some finite a lphabet
th a t works for any length of the  play. More formally:
P r o b le m  1.4. Does a Turing machine winning the squarefree game against Ben i f
the length of the play is a part of the input exist?
This question was actually  posed by Pegden in [30], and partia lly  answered there 
by giving such a strategy  over 16 le tters assum ing A nn knows B en’s next move 
in advance. Pegden also showed (constructively) the  lower bound for the  size of 
an alphabet in the  squarefree game:
T h e o re m  1.5 (Pegden 2011). A n n  does not have a strategy to create arbitrarily 
long words without trivial squares while playing the squarefree game over a 3-letter 
alphabet.
The struc tu re  of the  thesis is as follows: in the  la tte r  p a rt od the  first chapter 
we present th ree title  infinite words and the ir selected properties essential to  results 
in succeeding chapters. C ontinuing the  prelim ary m aterial, in the  second chapter 
we in troduce a simplified variant of nonrepetitive games called blind games , in which 
A nn cannot see B en’s moves. We investigate which types of repetitions she can avoid 
while appending consecutive le tters from nonrepetitive sequences.
In the  th ird  chapter we answer Pegden’s question from  Problem  1.4 in the  affir­
m ative unconditionally, presenting the  solution using 8 letters. Moreover, we cosider 
a variant over a 7-letter alphabet in which squares of length  2 are also perm itted .
In more com plicated variants of nonrepetitive games, which we call sparse games , 
we allow players to  place le tters in a rb itra ry  positions of a constructed  word. It is 
easy to  see th a t in the  sparse squarefree game A nn has no chance for w inning over 
any a lphabet (there is a simple “copy-cat” strategy  for Ben to  create squares of any 
length). However, th e  things look quite different in case of overlaps, so in the  fourth
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chapter we prove th a t A nn is able to  win a sparse overlap-free game (w ith additional 
in itial assum ptions) over a 4-letter a lphabet and the  bound of 4 in th is result is 
optim al.
The fifth chapter is devoted to  nonrepetitive games over a 2-letter alphabet. We 
show there th a t A nn has a w inning strategy  for a 5th-power-free game by considering 
m any cases rela ted  to  the  particu la r lengths of the  powers. Furtherm ore, we note 
A nn cannot avoid 4 th  powers for arb itrarily  long words.
A fter the  exhaustive proof in the  previous p a rt of the  thesis, in the  sixth chapter 
we m ay rest from  the  games and  study the  possibilities of squarefree colourings of 
points on lines in R 2. We ob ta in  a t m ost 405 colours for intersections of the  lines 
from any finite set. Additionally, our another result is th a t 36 colours is enough to  
paint squarefreely th e  points d istan t from each o ther by a un it on an arb itra ry  line.
Finally, we sum  up our results in the  seventh chapter and present some questions 
associated to  the  nonrepetitive games for which we haven’t found the  answers yet.
1.2 N o n rep etitiv e  sequ en ces
L et’s denote an empty word as e. A set of finite nonem pty words over an alphabet 
A denote as A+, a set of finite words as A* =  A+ U {e}, a set of infinite words as Aw, 
and a set of all words as Aœ =  A* U Aw. We will often refer to  a word w of length 
n  as w0w i . . .  wn - \ ,w i  G A. If n  =  0, then  w =  e. For a word w and a le tte r a  G A, 
we denote by
|w |a =  |{0 <  i < n  : wi =  a} |
the  num ber of tim es the  le tte r a  appears in w.
In the  thesis we use term s word and sequence interchangeably, despite different 
m eaning of notions subword and subsequence. A subword w  of u G Aœ is a finite 
word satisfying u =  yw z,  where y G A*, z  G Aœ . If y  =  e, then  w is a prefix of u. 
A subsequence w  of u G Aœ is a sequence (maybe infinite) in which wi =  u ki where 
k0 < k 1 < . . .  (an increasing sequence of indices). Every subword is a subseqence, 
bu t no t vice versa. For exam ple, c a t  (k =  {0, 2, 3}) and r a t  (k =  {1, 2, 3}) are 
subsequences of c r a te ,  bu t only r a t  is also a subword (y =  c, z =  e).
If a  =  u i G A for u G Aœ , we say th a t a  is located at position i in u. If w G A+ 
is a subword of u, then  w is located a t position i when w0 =  u i . A distance between 
subwords w ,v  G A+ of u we define as th e  difference in positions of w and v in u.
A word w G A+ is called a square if it can be w ritten  as w =  xx, where x  G A+. 
In the  sim ilar way we define a cube as a word w G A+ th a t can we w ritten  as w =  xxx 
and an m th  power as w =  x m (where x0 =  e and x k+1 =  x kx). Note th a t a square 
is the  2nd power and  a cube is the  3rd power. A length of square/cube/mth power 
is the  length  of x. By a parity of square/cube/m th power we m ean the  parity  of 
the  length of x. An overlap is a word w th a t can be w ritten  as w =  axaxa,  where 
a G A is a single le tte r and  x G A*. In o ther words: two subwords axa  overlaps 
a t the  le tte r a. We use th e  te rm  repetition to  describe any n -th  power or overlap.
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For instance, abacabac  is a square of length  4, w ith  x  =  abac, while ab ac ab aca  is 
an overlap, w ith  x =  bac. abacabac is an  even square, while abcabc is odd. A word 
ccc is b o th  an overlap (x =  e) and a cube (x =  c) of length  1. babababababa  is 
a repetition  in th ree senses: a square of length  6, a cube of length  4, and  a 6 th  power 
of length  2.
A word u G A œ is squarefree if no subword of u is a square. Definitions of 
cubefree, overlap-free and mth-power-free words are analogous. Any m th-power-free 
or overlap-free word is nonrepetitive.
A substitution  f  : A ^  B * transform s every le tte r from A to  a word from B *. Its 
dom ain can be easily extended from  A to  A* by applying f  to  each le tte r of w G A* 
and catenating  the  resu ltan t words.
L e t’s consider f  : A ^  A*. f 0 we regard as an identity function. If for each 
a G A : f  (a) =  e and there is a  G A : f  (a) =  a u  for some u G A+, then
, r +1(a) =  f " ( a u )  =  / ’» / »
It m eans f n (a) is a prefix of f ra+1(a), so l i m ^ œ f* (a) exists and we are able to  
extend the  dom ain of f  to  Aœ . Additionally:
x =  lim f  *(a) ^  f  (x) =  x
The following theorem  was proved by Thue [34].
T h e o re m  1.6. L e t ’s define a substitution  ÿ  : {0,1} ^  {0,1}*:
0 ^  01 
1 ^  10
The sequences r  =  limi^ œ ÿ i (0) and f  =  lim i^ œ ÿ i (1) are overlap-free.
Notice th a t t  and  f  are built on 2-letter segments : 01 and  10. The first symbol of 
each segment is located a t even position. Moreover, if we know one le tte r from any 
segment, we can deduce the  la tte r  symbol. Here we present a couple of simple 
properties of t  th a t we will need in the  succeeding chapters.
P r o p o s i t io n  1.7. Tk =  T2k fo r  every k G N.
Proof. L e t’s define a word w =  t 0t i  ■ ■ ■ Tk-1. From ^ ( t ) =  t  and  the  definition of ÿ:
ÿ(w Tfc ) =  ÿ(w )ÿ(rfe ) =  ÿ(w)rfe a
(where r k =  a )  is a prefix of t containing 2k +  2 le tters (ÿ  doubles the  length). 
The le tte r a t position 2k is r k. ■
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P r o p o s i t io n  1.8. For every even square w which is a subword of  t  there is an 
exactly one shorter square u, also a subword of t , that w  =  'ÿ(u).
Proof. Let a word w be a square for a certain  index i in t  and k =  2 j ( j > 0):
w XX TiTi+i • • • Ti+k- 1Ti+kTi+k+1 • • • Ti+2k-1
We consider two cases based on the  parity  of i. If i is even, then  x consists of full 
2-letter segments 01 and 10. From Proposition  1.7 we know th a t the  first le tters of 
the  segments:
TiTi+2 • • • Ti+k-2Ti+kTi+k+2 • • • Ti+2k-2 (x0x 2 • • • x k-2)
build a subword of t , which is the  w anted square u.
Assume th a t i is odd. Obviously, Ti =  x 0 =  Ti+k. From the  fact th a t Ti-1Ti 
and Ti+k-1Ti+k are segments, we observe Ti-1 =  Ti+k-1 =  x k-1 =  Ti+2k-1 and, conse­
quently:
Ti-1TiTi+1 • • • Ti+k-1Ti+kTi+k+1 • • • Ti+2k-1 (xk-1x 0x 1 • • • x k-2) x k -1
Since k >  2, we get an overlap in t -  a contradiction. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1.9. t  has squares only o f length 2k and 3 • 2k fo r  k  G N.
Proof. L e t’s denote a sentence “t  has squares of length  2k and  3 • 2k” by T (k). We 
use the  m athem atical induction on k.
T (k  =  0): L e t’s look a t th e  in itial symbols of t to  find squares of length  1 and  3:
t  =  0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1  • ••
T  (k) ^  T  (k +  1): ^ ( t ) =  t , so if ^ k (uu) =  ^ k (u )^ k (u) is a square of length  2k or 
3 • 2k in t , where u G {0,1 , 010,101}, then
^ ( ^ k (uu)) =  ^ k+1(uu) =  ^ k+1(u )^ k+1(u)
is a square of length 2 • 2k =  2k+1 or 2 • 3 • 2k =  3 • 2k+1, and from  the  definition
of ^  every its application doubles the  length  of words.
Therefore T (k) is true  for every k G N. P roposition 1.8 implies th a t every even square 
is a result of a single or a m ultiple application of ^  on odd squares. To com plete 
the  proof we also have to  show the  absence of odd squares of length a t least 5 in t .
Assume the  existence of index i th a t xx  =  TiTi+1 • • • Ti+2p-1 is a square in t of 
length p  =  2j  +  1 (j >  2). We consider two cases based on the  parity  of i.
If i is even, xx, as a subword of t , consists only of full 2-letter segments 01 and 
1 0 . It m eans th a t |x x |0 =  |x x |i, while we have |x |0 =  |x | i , because p  is odd. Hence, 
a contradiction.
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Thus i is odd. W ithou t loss of generality, let Ti =  x0 =  ri+p =  0 . Because p  is also 
odd, ri+pTi+p+1 is a 2-letter segment, which implies r i+1 =  x 1 =  ri+p+1 =  1. ri+1ri+2 
is also a 2-le tter segment, so ri+p+2 =  x 2 =  r i+2 =  0 . A fter two more iterations 
we ob ta in  the  first 5 le tters of x: x 0x 1x 2x 3x4 =  01010 and a contradiction w ith 
the  overlap-freeness of r . ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1.10. In  r  fo r  every k G N: ^ k(xx) is located at position  2k+1j  +  2k, 
where x  G {0,1} and  j  G N.
Proof. L e t’s denote a sentence “In r  ^ k(xx) is located a t position 2k+1j  +  2k, where 
x G {0,1} and j  G N” by T (k). We use the  m athem atical induction on k.
T (k  =  0 ): 00  and 11 are never fully contained in one of the  segments 01 and 1 0 , 
which implies th a t the  first le tters of these squares are always located a t odd 
positions.
T  (k) ^  T  (k +  1): Let a word u ^ k (xx) be a subword of r , where u G {0,1}* and 
the  length of u equals 2k+1j  +  2k.
^ ( u ^ k (xx)) =  ^ ( u ) ^ k+1 (xx)
is also a subword of r , thanks to  ^ ( r )  =  r . The length of ^ (u )  is equal 
to  2 ■ (2k+1j  +  2k) =  2k+2j  +  2k+1, because every application of ^  doubles 
the  length  of words. Moreover, P roposition  1.8 implies th a t ^ k+1(xx) can only 
be created after applying ^  to  ^ k(xx).
Therefore T (k) is true  for every k G N. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .11 . I f  we substitute any number o f letters at odd positions by the third 
letter 2 in  r , we obtain a ternary cubefree sequence (but not overlap-free).
Proof. L e t’s call r '  the  sequence obtained  from  r  after substitu tions. Assume th a t 
r '  has an  odd cube w =  x xx  of length  k. Because of cubefreeness of r , there exists 
an index j  (0 <  j  <  k) th a t
x j wj wj+k wj+2k 2
which is a contradiction w ith the  even distance between particu lar 2 s.
For the  even case, thanks to  P roposition  1.7, we should notice th a t for every
index i: r i =  r 2i =  r2i . Assume th a t r '  has an even cube w =  xxx  of length  k. One
of these two words:
wow2 ■ ■ ■ wk-2wk ■ ■ ■ w2k-2w2k ' ' ' w 3k-2 =  (xox2 ■ ■ ■ xk-2)3,
w1w3 ■ ■ ■ wk-1wk+1 ■ ■ ■ w2k-1w2k+1 ■ ■ ■ w3k-1 =  (x1x3 ■ ■ ■ xk-1)3
is a subword of r .  Anyway, we receive a contradiction w ith  the  cubefreeness of r .
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To com plete the  proof we show the  sam ple of overlaps in the  sequence r '. From 
the  definition of r  we know th a t
ÿ 4(0) =  0110100110010110
is its subword. If we pu t 2 on positions 1, 3, 5 (respectively 3, 7,11) we ob ta in  21212 
(210021002) as an overlap. ■
An infinite squarefree te rnary  word was also found by Thue [33], bu t the  substi­
tu tio n  below comes from  [26]. The original construction of the  squarefree word was 
more com plicated.
T h e o re m  1 .12 . L e t ’s define a substitution  : {a, b, c} — {a, b, c}*:
a  — abc 
b — ac 
c —— b
The sequence t  =  limi^ œ 0 i (a) is squarefree.
It is easy to  notice th a t there is no squarefree b inary  sequence of length greater
th a n  3. L e t’s look a t o ther facts abou t words w ithout squares.
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .13 . Every squarefree word remains squarefree after insertions of 
a new letter between the symbols of the word, as long as no trivial squares are created.
Proof. Assume th a t we ob ta in  a square after the  insertions. It doesn’t  contain only 
the  new le tters, because no triv ial squares are created. It m eans th a t the  original 
sequence has a square -  a contradiction. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .14 . I f  w is a subword of t, then  ||w |a — |w |c | <  1.
Proof. Since t  is a sequence built on the  th ree words abc, ac and b, there  is always 
a single a  between any two consecutive c ’s in t. This implies th a t the  difference 
between the  num ber of these le tters in any subword w of t  cannot exceed 1. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .15 . A letter b occurs only at odd positions o f t.
Proof. t  =  limi^ œ 0 i (a) =  lim i^ œ (02)i (a), where 0 2 can be w ritten  as:
a  — abcacb  
b — abcb 
c — ac
Each word on the  right side is even and every occurrence of b inside them  is located 
a t odd position. Since t is built on these words, the  proof is com pleted. ■
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P r o p o s i t io n  1.16. There exist arbitrarily long sequences over a 3-letter alphabet 
such that no two subwords separated by exactly one symbol are identical.
Proof. Consider a sequence s of length  2p obtained  by doubling each te rm  of t: 
s2i =  s2i+1 =  t i for 0 <  i <  p. We claim th a t the  sequence s cannot contain 
subwords of the  form  bxb, where b is a nonem pty sequence of length  k, while x is 
a single symbol. To prove it suppose on the  contrary  th a t some subword of s has 
the  form bxb, and let x =  Sj, j  >  k. T hen we have:
sj —k • • • sj —2sj — 1 b0b1 • • • bk -1 Sj +1 Sj +2 • • • sj+k
We m ay assum e th a t j  is even (the o ther case will follow by reversing the  sequence
s). It m eans th a t sj+1 =  sj —k =  x. If j  — k is even, then  also sj —k+1 =  x, which
in tu rn  implies th a t sj+2 =  x =  s j . Actually, in th is case we get th a t all term s of b 
are equal to  x, which clearly contradicts the  squarefreeness of t. If j  — k is odd, then:
sj —k sj —k+2 • • • sj —1 =  sj+1sj+3 • • • sj+k 
and we get a square of length  in t  -  again a contradiction. ■
The following two theorem s were proved by Entringer, Jackson and Schatz [17]. 
T h e o re m  1 .17 . L e t ’s define a substitution a  : {a, b, c} ^  {0 ,1}* :
a ^  1010 
b ^  1100 
c ^  0111
The sequence g =  a ( t)  =  a(lim i^ œ 0 i (a)) has only squares o f length less than 3.
T h e o re m  1.18. Every binary sequence of length greater than  18 has squares o f length 
2 or greater.
A lthough th e  bound of length  above is optim al, it is possible to  reduce the  num ­
ber of d istinct squares. An infinite b inary  word w ith only 3 squares was revealed 
for the  first tim e by Fraenkel and  Simpson [18], bu t the ir solution was la ter simplified 
in [31] and [23]. The next substitu tion  comes from [23].
T h e o re m  1 .19 . L e t ’s define a substitution  p : {a ,b , c} ^  {0,1}*:
a  ^  111000110010110001110010 
b ^  111000101100011100101100010 
c ^  111000110010110001011100101100
The sequence h =  p(t) =  p(lim i^ œ 0 i (a)) has only three squares: 00, 11 and  0101.
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Every inifnite b inary  sequence w ith  only three squares: 00, 11 and 0101 will be 
called a 3-square sequence. We present some general properties of such sequences.
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .20 . Every 3-square sequence doesn’t have:
(1) overlaps other than trivial cubes, (2) trivial 4-th powers.
Proof. (1) 3-square sequences have only one non-trivial square 0101, from which we 
may potentially  create an overlap by adding 1 to  the  beginning or 0 to  the  end. 
However, b o th  10101 and  01010 contain (10)2, which is a forbidden square.
(2) A triv ial 4-th power is also a square of length  2 o ther th a n  allowed 0101 
in 3-square sequences. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .21 . Every 3-square sequence has cubes: 000 or 111.
Proof. Assume th a t there exist a 3-square sequence s w ithout triv ial cubes. From 
Theorem  1.18, s m ust contain an  infinite num ber of a word 0101. L e t’s look a t one 
of these subwords, bu t no t a t the  first -  in order to  be sure th a t le tters before 
the  subword exist in the  sequence. Suppose th a t sisi+is i+2si+3 =  0101 for a certain  
index i. si-1 =  0 and si+4 =  1, because of P roposition  1.20(1). O ur aim  is to  avoid 
triv ial cubes, so si-2 =  1 and  si+5 =  0. Consider symbols si+6si+7 and the  four cases 
dependent on the ir values:
si+6si+7 =  00 ^  si+5si+6si+7 =  0
si+6si+7 =  01 ^  no forbidden repetitions
si+6si+7 =  10 ^  si+4si+5si+6si+7 =  (10)2
si+6si+7 =  11 ^  si+2si+3 si+4 si+5si+6si+7 =  (011)2
Therefore, si+6si+7 =  01. Similarly, we show th a t si-4 si-3 =  01. However:
si—4si—3si—2si— 1sisi+1 si+2si+3si+4si+5si+6si+7 =  011001011001 =  (° 110° 1)2
We receive a contradiction w ith  the  definition of s, which ends the  proof. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .22. I f  we substitute every 0101 in any 3-square sequence by 0201 or 
0121, where 2 is the third letter, we obtain a ternary sequence with only two squares: 
00 and 11.
Proof. Let s be a 3-square sequence and  s' be s after the  substitu tions. Obviously, 
a square 22 is no t a subword of s' -  it would have to  be a subword of 012201, which 
contradicts P roposition  1.20(1). There is no 0101 in s ' , so every po ten tial non-trivial 
square in s ' m ust contain 2. Assume th a t
XX =  si si+i • • • si+k— i si+fcsi+fc+1 • • • si+2fc—1
(for a certain  index i and  the  length k > 2) and  there exists j  (0 <  j  <  k) such th a t 
Xj =  si+j =  si+fc+j =  2. We consider two cases dependent on the  le tters si+j- and
si+fc+j.
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Suppose th a t si+j- =  si+k+j-. W ithou t loss of generality: si+j- =  0 and si+k+j- =  1. 
T hanks to  the  definition of the  substitu tion  we know th a t si+j-1 =  si+j-+1 =  1 and 
si+k+j-1 =  si+k+j +1 =  0. If j  >  0, then  we ob ta in  a contradiction from:
1 =  Si+j-1 =  x j-1  =  Si+k+j-1 =  0
else (j =  0) -  from:
1 =  Si+j+1 =  x j+1 =  Si+k+j+1 =  0
Let si+j =  si+k+j . It implies th a t xx  was a square before the  substitu tions, thus 
xx  =  0202 or xx  =  2121. xx m ust be a subword of 020201 or 012121, respectively. 
It contradicts P roposition  1.20(1). ■
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B lind  n on rep etitive  gam es
2.1 In fin ite  partia l w ords
A partial word over an  a lphabet A is a word over alphabet AU{O}, where O is a le tte r 
not belonging to  A, called a hole. A partia l word m ight be extended to  another 
partia l word by filling some holes w ith  le tters from A. For instance, a b ^ a c b a ^ c b ^ c  
is a partia l word and  abcacbaO cbac is one of its possible extensions.
We say th a t a partia l word is a square (respectively: cube, overlap, m th  power) 
if it can be extended to  a non-partial word which is a square (cube, overlap, m th  
power). A non-partial word u is a subword of a partia l word w if u is an extension of 
a certain  partia l subword of w. For exam ple, abcO bc is a square whereas ccbc and 
bcb are its subwords.
O ur m ethod is inspired by the  results of B lanchet-Sadri et al. [8, 9, 10] concerning 
Thue properties of partia l words, especially by the  following theorem :
T h e o re m  2.1 (Blanchet-Sadri, M ercas, Scott 2009). There exists an infinite word 
over an 8-letter alphabet that remains non-trivial-squarefree after an arbitrary inser­
tion of holes with the restriction that every two holes m ust have at least two non-hole 
symbols between them.
The result above from [10] gives an explicit exam ple of an infinite word w over 
8 le tters w ith  the  following, surprising property: if we make a partia l word p  from w 
by placing holes on arb itra ry  positions a t distance a t least 3 apart, then  p  cannot be 
extended to  a word containing non-trivial squares. For instance, we m ay place holes 
on positions forming an arithm etic  progression 0, 3,6 , 9 ,... and the  resulting partia l 
word describes an explicit stra tegy  for Ann in a biased version of the  squarefree 
game, where she makes two moves in a row for one move of Ben.
A sim ilar reasoning could be lead for the  theorem  from [9].
T h e o re m  2.2 (Blanchet-Sadri, Mercas, Rashin, W illett 2012). There exists an infi­
nite word over a 5-letter alphabet that remains overlap-free after an arbitrary inser­
tion of holes with the restriction that every two holes m ust have at least two non-hole 
symbols between them.
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A fter transla tion  of the  theorem s above to  th e  language of nonrepetitive games, we 
can observe th a t in b o th  strategies A nn doesn’t  modify her fu ture moves after B en’s 
tu rns, she ju s t uses the  le tters from the  sequence defined before the  play starts. B ut 
w hat about the  non-biased games? At first, le t’s s ta te  w hat kind of play we really 
mean:
D e f in it io n  2 .3  (Blind nonrepetitive gam e). Fix a finite alphabet A and a positive 
integer n. The squarefree gam e of length n  over A is played between two players, A nn  
and Ben. The players extend an initially empty word by alternately appending letters 
of  A to its end. A n n  knows when Ben makes a move, but she cannot see which letter 
he chooses. The game ends i f  the length of an emerging word has reached n, or i f  a 
predefined repetition of a certain kind (e.g. square, cube, overlap) has been created 
earlier. A n n  wins i f  there are no such repetitions in the final word. Otherwise, Ben  
is the winner.
O ur considerations are lead for infinite partia l words of a fixed appearance. 
For a sequence s, le t’s denote by s^ the  partia l sequence Os0O s1Os2Os3 • • • and nam e 
it: s w ith  holes shuffled. U nfortunately, sequences w ith holes shuffled are generally 
neither non-trivial-squarefree, nor cubefree:
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .4 . Every infinite sequence s with holes shuffled contains:
(1) odd squares of any length, (2) trivial cubes.
Proof. (1) For every index i and  length  k =  2j  +  1:
♦  si ♦  si+1 • • • si+j—1 ♦ 1 si+j ♦  si+j+1 ♦  • • • Osi+k—1
may be extended to
si+j sisi+j+1si+1 • • • si+j—1si+k—11 si+j sisi+j+1si+1 • • • si+j— 1si+k— 1
(2) For every index i: 0 s i0  may be extended to  sisisi . ■
Furtherm ore, in contrary  to  the  biased version, the  blind nonrepetitive game does 
not differentiate squares from overlaps.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .5 . Every infinite sequence s with holes shuffled is squarefree i f  and 
only i f  it is overlap-free.
Proof. Obviously, if s w ith holes shuffled has an  overlap, it contains also a square. 
Assume th a t s$ has a subword xx. The length  of xx  is even, so either Oxx, or xxO 
is also a subword of s$. Each of these two words is an overlap. ■
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2.2 B lind  gam es ou tcom es
L et’s see which sequences w ith  holes shuffled define th e  w inning strategies for Ann 
playing the  blind games, rem em bering abou t unavoidable repetitions indicated  by 
P roposition  2.4. For the  games over a 3-letter a lphabet we consider the  squarefree 
word t  from Theorem  1.12 and  the  overlap-free word r  from Theorem  1.6.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .6 . t o contains non-trivial cubes.
Proof. From  the  definition of t  we know th a t 0 2(a) and  0 4 (a) are its subwords. 
0 4(a) =  0 2(abcacb) =  0 2(ab)0 2(ca )0 2(cb), so 0 2(ca) is also a subword of t.
0 2(a )o =  (abcacb )o =  OaQbOcQaQcOb 
0 2(ca )o =  (acab cacb )o =  OaOcOaQbOcOaQcOb
Thus (bac )3 is a subword of 0 2(a)o and (aab c c ) 3 is a subword of 0 2(ca )^ . ■
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .7 . t o doesn’t contain:
(1) even squares, (2) cubes o f length more than 5, (3) 4th powers.
Proof. (1) Assume th a t t o has an even square. T he square m ust be an extension of 
(0 t i0 ti+1 ■ ■ ■ Oti+fc-1)2 or ( ti0 ti+ 10  ■ ■ ■ ti+fc-1 ^ )2 for a certain  index i and length  k. 
However, it implies th a t (tit i+ 1 ■ ■ ■ t i+ k_ 1)2 is a subword of t, which is a contradiction 
w ith the  squarefreeness of t.
(2 ) Assume th a t t o has an odd cube of length k >  7. It m ust be an extension of
♦  t i ♦  t i+1 ■ ■ ■ t i+j — 1 ♦  1 t i+j ♦ t  i+j+1 ♦  ■ ■ ■ ♦ t i+fc_11 ♦ t iOt i+1 ■ ■ ■ t i+ j—1 ♦
or
tiO ti+1 ■ ■ ■t i+j_ 1 ♦ t i+j 1 ♦ t i+j+1 ♦  ■ ■ ■ ♦  t i+fc—1 ♦ 1 t i ♦  t i+1 ■ ■ ■ t i+j— 1 ♦ t i+j
for a certain  index i and  length k =  2j  +  1. It implies th a t t  contains two identical 
subwords x =  t it i+ 1 ■ ■ ■ t i+j —1 w ith  distance k between them . From Proposition  1.15 
and th e  oddness of k we know th a t |x |b =  0. Thus x =  a c a  or x =  cac, otherwise 
x would contain a square. However, in order to  avoid the  square the  first le tte r 
after b o th  subwords x m ust be b, which contradicts P roposition 1.15.
(3) Assume th a t t o has an odd 4-th power, which m ust be an  extension of
(0 t i0 ti+1 ■ ■ ■ t i+ j—1 ♦ 1 t i+j ♦ t i+j+1 ♦  ■ ■ ■ ♦ t i+fc—1)
or
(ti ♦ t i+1 ■ ■ ■ t i+ j—1 ♦ ti+ j | Oti+j+1 ♦  ■ ■ ■ Oti+fc—1O)2
for a certain  index i and length  k =  2j  +  1. However, it implies th a t (tit i+ 1 ■ ■ ■ t i+ k—1)2 
is a subword of t, which is a contradiction w ith  the  squarefreeness of t. ■
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D e fin it io n  2 .8 . L e t ’s define an infinite sequence r (2) as:
(2) =  J  r i if i =  0 (mod 2)
Ti I  2 if i =  1 (mod 2)
(2)P r o p o s i t io n  2 .9 . r O ) doesn’t contain: (1) non-trivial cubes, (2) trivial 4th powers.
( 2)Proof. (1) Assume th a t r ^ ) has an  even cube. We lead th e  reasoning like in the  proof 
of P roposition  2.7(1) and use P roposition 1.11 to  get a contradiction.
For the  odd case we lead the  sim ilar reasoning to  the  one in the  proof of Propo-
(2) (2) (2)sition 2.7(2). We ob tain  two identical subwords x =  r i  )r i(+)1 ■ ■ ■ r i(fj -1 of t  d istan t
(2) (2) iby k =  2j  +  1, j  >  1 and a contradiction as a consequence of |r i( )r i(+_)k |2 =  1.
(2) For each i: |r i(2)r i(+)112 =  1, so Or i(2)OT+1 O doesn’t have the  4 th  power. ■
We are ready to  form ulate corollaries rela ted  to  the  A nn’s strategies for even, 
non-trivial and general blind games over a te rnary  alphabet.
C o ro lla ry  2 .10 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the blind even squarefree game of any length on 3 letters.
C o ro lla ry  2 .11 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the blind non-trivial-cubefree game of any length on 3 letters.
C o ro lla ry  2 .12 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the blind 4th-power-free game of any length on 3 letters.
Proposition  2.4 implies the  optim ality  of Corollaries 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 for a te rnary  
and greater alphabets. I t ’s tim e to  switch to  a b inary  a lphabet and find winning 
strategies for A nn using r  from Theorem  1.6 and h from Theorem  1.19.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .13 . t o contains:
(1) even squares o f length not limited by any number,
(2) cubes o f length 5 and 7, (3) 4th powers o f length 3, (4) trivial 5th powers.
Proof. (1) It results directly from  Proposition  1.9.
(2) From the  definition of r  we know th a t ^ 4(0) and ^ 5(0) are its subwords. 
^ 5(0) =  ■02(01)'02(101)'02(001), so ^ 2(101) is also a subword of r .
^ 2(1 0 1 )o =  O1O 0 O 0 O1O 0 O1O1O 0O1O 0 O 0 O1 
^ 4(0)o =  O 0 O1O1O 0 O1O 0 O 0 O1O1O 0 O 0 O1O 0 O1O1O 0
Thus (00111)3 is a subword of ^ 2(101)o and (0011100)3 is a subword of ^ 4(0)o .
(3) (011)4 is also a subword of ^ 2(101)o :
^ 2(1 0 1 )o =  O1O 0 O 0 O1O 0Q1Q1Q 0 O1O 0 O 0 O1
(4) From the  definition of r  we know th a t ^ 2(0) is its subword and ^ 2(0)o contains 
15, because ^ 2(0)o =  O 0 Q1Q1Q0. ■
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P r o p o s i t io n  2 .14 . tq doesn’t contain:
(1) even cubes, (2) cubes of length more than 7,
(3) 4th powers o f length more than 3, (4) non-trivial 5th powers, (5) 6th powers.
Proof. (1) The proof is sim ilar to  th e  one of P roposition  2.7(1).
(2) We apply the  reasoning like in the  proof of P roposition  2.7(2) and ob ta in  
two identical subwords x =  TiTi+ 1 ••• Ti+j—1 of t  d istan t by k =  2j +  1 , j  >  4. 
Because of P roposition  1.10 (k is not even), x does not have subwords 00 and 11. 
Moreover, because t  is overlap-free, x does not contain subwords 10101 and 01010. 
As a consequence, x =  0101 or x =  1010. However, in order to  avoid the  overlap 
the  first le tte r after b o th  subwords x m ust be Ti+j—1, so we get two words Ti+j—1Ti+j—1 
distan t by the  odd value which contradicts P roposition 1.10.
(3) We lead the  sim ilar reasoning to  the  one in the  proof of P roposition  2.7(3) and 
receive a contradiction w ith  P roposition  1.9: t doesn’t  have odd squares of length 5 
or more.
(4) Assume th a t tq has an odd 5 th  power of length  k >  3. It m ust extend:
(0Ti0Ti+ 1 • • • Ti+j—1 ♦  |Ti+j0Ti+j + 10  • • • OTi+k— 1)20Ti^Ti+ 1 • • • Ti+j—1O
or
(Ti0 Ti+1 • • • Ti+j—1° Ti+j |0 Ti+j+10  • • • ° Ti+k—1O) Ti ° Ti+1 • • • Ti+j —1° Ti+j
for a certain  index i and length  k =  2 j +  1. T hanks to  j  >  1, t  m ust contain 
a subword (TiTi+ 1 • • • Ti+k—1)2Ti . t  is overlap-free, so we get a contradiction.
(5) The proof is sim ilar to  the  one of P roposition  2.7(3). ■
In th e  propositions below we m ay use any 3-square sequence instead  of h from  T he­
orem  1.19.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .15 . h o contains:
(1) squares of length 4, (2) cubes o f length 3, (3) trivial 7th powers.
Proof. (1) h is a 3-square sequence, so h o contains (1011)2 extending O0O1O0O1.
(2) h has a subword 01011, see P roposition  1.20(1). As a consequence, h o contains 
(011)3 extending O1O0O1O1O.
(3) From P roposition  1.21 we know th a t h o contains 07 or 17 extending O0O0O0O 
or O1O1O1O, respectively. ■
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .16 . h o doesn’t contain:
(1) even squares o f length more than 4, (2) even cubes of length more than 2,
(3) non-trivial 4th powers, (4) 8th powers.
Proof. (1) We lead th e  sim ilar reasoning to  the  one in the  proof of 2.7(1) and ob ta in  
a contradiction because h doesn’t  have squares of length  more th a n  2.
(2) The proof as above and  a contradiction because of P roposition 1.20(1).
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(3) For odd 4-th  powers the  proof like in 2.7(3). The only even 4-th  powers we 
should consider are of length  2, b u t they  contradict P roposition  1.20(2).
(4) It is enough to  show th a t ho doesn’t have triv ial 8-th  powers. It is true  
because of P roposition  1.20(2). ■
As in the  case of a te rnary  alphabet, we form ulate corollaries for the  th ree variants 
of blind games over a b inary  alphabet.
C o ro lla ry  2 .17 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the blind even cubefree game of any length on 2 letters.
C o ro lla ry  2 .18 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the blind non-trivial-4th-power-free game of any length on 2 letters.
C o ro lla ry  2 .19 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the blind 6th-power-free game of any length on 2 letters.
Interestingly, Corollaries 2.17, 2.18 and  2.19 indicate for a 2-letter a lphabet 
the  optim al results, although it is not as obvious as in the  case of the  corollaries 
for a 3-letter one. We end the  chapter w ith  a proposition im plying the  m entioned 
fact.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .20 . Every infinite binary sequence s with holes shuffled contains: 
(1) even squares, (2) non-trivial cubes, (3) 5th powers.
Proof. Firstly, le t’s fix the  alphabet: A =  {0,1}.
(1) The longest squarefree b inary  words are 010 and 101, so every longer binary 
sequence w ith  holes shuffled m ust contain an even square.
(2) Assume th a t so has no non-trivial cubes, especially th e  ones of length  2, 3 
and 4, so s should not contain subwords: u =  « a a ,  v =  aß Y a  and w =  a ß a ß a ß , 
respectively (a ,ß ,Y  G A). W ithou t loss of generality: s0 =  0. If s 1 =  0, the  next 
elem ents of s are determ ined by avoiding u and v: s2 =  1 (u), s3 =  1 (v), s4 =  0 (v) 
and s4 =  1 (u) -  a contradiction.
It m eans th a t s 1 =  1. If we choose s2 =  1, we receive the  sim ilar contradiction 
to  th e  la test one, so s2 =  0. In order to  avoid v the  next th ree le tters of s would be 
s3 =  1, s4 =  0, s5 =  1, yet it contradicts w and finally negates the  existence of so 
w ithout non-trivial cubes.
(3) Assume th a t so has no 5th  powers. The presence of subwords 00 and 11 in s 
results in triv ial 5th-powers in s^. Consequently, the  first ten  le tters of s should 
be either 0101010101, or 1010101010, which are 5 th  powers of length  4 in s^. We 
received the  contradiction finishing the  proof. ■
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Squarefree gam e
3.1  T h e first resu lt
The contents of th e  section were published in our paper [20] and are essential to  
fu rther considerations in the  chapter. At first, le t’s s ta rt by providing a more formal 
setting  for our problem.
D e f in it io n  3.1  (Squarefree gam e). Fix a finite alphabet A and a positive integer 
n. The squarefree game of length n  over A is played between two players, A n n  and 
Ben. The players extend an initially empty word by alternately appending letters of 
A to its end. The game ends i f  the length of an emerging word has reached n , or 
i f  a non-trivial square has been created earlier. A n n  wins i f  there are no non-trivial 
squares in the final word. Otherwise, Ben is the winner.
We assume th a t Ben makes the  first move, though th is has a little  im pact 
on the  result. We prove th a t Ann can always win against Ben over a 9-letter al­
phabet. A w inning strategy  for A nn splits into two p arts  accordingly to  the  parity  
of squares. The even case is im plied by Corollary 2.10. The odd case is som ewhat 
more com plicated.
L e m m a  3 .2 . A n n  can avoid non-trivial odd squares while playing the squarefree 
game over a 3-letter alphabet.
Proof. A nn’s strategy  am ounts to  the  following two rules th a t we will call invariants  :
11 A nn never repeats the  le tte r placed by Ben in his la test move.
12 A nn m aintains one of the  le tters m arked as her favourite. She keeps using
the  favourite le tte r in subsequent moves until it violates the  first invariant. 
W hen th is happens, she chooses the  new favourite which is the  one different 
from the  la test two le tters used by Ben.
A more formal description is presented as a pseudocode in A lgorithm  R 2 N O A 3  
-  A nn’s strategy  for avoiding R epetitions: squares (2nd powers) N on-triv ial O dd  
on th e  game over an  A lp h ab e t containing 3 symbols: 0, 1 and  2.
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A lg o r i th m  R 2 N O A 3
1: f  ^  0 > A nn’s favourite
2: y ^  1 > B en’s la test move
3: lo o p
4: x  ^  opponen tM ove() > re tu rns 0, 1, or 2
5: if  x =  f  th e n
6: f  ^  3 — x — y > select new favourite
7: e n d  if
8: m a k e M o v e ( f )
9: y ^  x > rem em ber B en’s la test move
10: e n d  lo o p
To prove the  assertion, assum e on the  contrary  th a t a t some point in the  game 
an odd square bjbj+1 ■ ■ ■ bj+2m-1 =  ww occurs, where m  is odd, m  >  3. D ependent 
on which player places the  first le tte r of the  square b j, we consider two cases. If Ben 
places b j, then  from invariant I1 we have
bj =  bj+1, bj+ 2 =  bj+3, ■ ■ ■ , bj+m+1 =  bj+m+2, ■ ■ ■ , bj+2m-2 =  bj+2m-1
However, as wj =  bj+j =  bj+m+j, for 0 <  i <  m  — 1, we m ay express th is property  
simply as Wj =  wi+1 for i =  0 . . .  m —2, and  additionally  we have wm-1 =  w0. Observe 
th a t for the  whole tim e ww is created Ben never repeats A nn’s la test le tte r and thus 
A nn’s favourite le tte r rem ains the  same. This m eans th a t
w1 =  w3 =  ■ ■ ■ =  wm-2 =  wo =  w2 =  ■ ■ ■ =  wm-1
which contradicts inequality wm-1 =  w0.
Assume now th a t A nn places the  le tte r b j. T hen invariant I1 forces th a t
bj+1 =  bj+ 2, bj+3 =  bj+4, ■ ■ ■ , bj+m =  b j+m+1, ■ ■ ■ , bj+2m-3 bj+2m-2
Similarly as above, we conclude th a t wj =  wi+1 for 0 <  i <  m — 2 , bu t th is tim e wm-1 
may be equal to  w0. Note th a t this is Ben who chooses the  first le tte r of the  second 
half of the  square, nam ely bj+m =  w0. He m ust repeat A nn’s move, otherw ise he 
could face a s ituation  sim ilar to  the  one described above. R epeating A nn’s move 
forces her to  change her favourite le tter. This is the  only favourite le tte r change th a t 
can occur during the  construction of the  whole ww. Consequently,
w1 =  w3 =  ■ ■ ■ =  wm-2
as she places her new favourite le tte r a t every o ther position in the  second half of 
the  square. She has chosen her new favourite carefully, thus w 1 =  w0, and, more 
im portantly , w 1 =  wm -2. Again, we get a contradiction. The proof of the  lem m a is 
finished. ■
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T h e o re m  3 .3  (G rytczuk, Kosiński, Zmarz 2015). There exists a strategy with fi­
nite description fo r  A n n  that allows her to win the squarefree game of any length 
on 9 letters.
Proof. Let A be a 3-letter a lphabet and  let A x  A be a 9-letter a lphabet of pairs of le t­
ters form A. A nn’s strategy  is to  play sim ultaneously on b o th  coordinates accordingly 
to  the  strategies described in the  proofs of Corollary 2.10 and  Lem m a 3.2. In th is way 
she avoids even squares on the  first coordinate and  odd squares on the  second coor­
dinate. Clearly, b o th  strategies have finite description, so the  proof is com plete. ■
3.2 T h e current resu lt
The contents of the  section were published in our paper [24], which is an  am endm ent 
to  [27]. T he proof presented here is more tran sparen t and com pact.
L e t’s analyze A lgorithm  R 2 N A 8  -  A nn’s strategy  for avoiding R epetitions: 
squares (2nd powers) N on-triv ial on the  game over an  A lphabet containing 8 sym­
bols, which are:
(0, a), (0, b), (0, c), (1, a), (1, b), (1, c), (2, d), (3, d) (3.1)
We refer to  symbols (2, d) and  (3, d) as d-characters. We use the  word t  from  Theo­
rem  1.12 and  store its le tters in the  array before executing the  algorithm .
L e m m a  3 .4 . Algorithm R 2 N A 8  won’t let A n n  lose on any even square.
Proof. L e t’s look a t the  second coordinates of (3.1). A nn either plays subsequent 
le tters from the  squarefree sequence t  (line 23) or inserts d between them  (line 21). 
We observe th a t in her next tu rn  after placing a d-character, she always changes 
the  favourite to  some non-d-character (lines 7-12). From Proposition  1.13 A nn’s 
sequence of moves is squarefree, so it is possible to  adap t P roposition 2.7(1) and 
Corollary 2.10 to  a 4 -letter a lphabet and  end the  proof. ■
We com pare A lgorithm  R 2 N A 8  to  A lgorithm  R 2 N O A 3  in the  view of the  first 
coordinates of (3.1). Firstly, A nn still never repeats B en’s moves. Secondly, in Al­
gorithm  R 2 N O A 3  letters 0, 1 and 2 are used interchangeably, while in Algo­
rithm  R 2 N A 8  A nn plays d-characters 2 and 3 differently from  0 and  1. Morevoer, 
we save th e  inform ation abou t the  la test d-character appended by Ben (lines 27-29) 
to  bring it in to  play in a specific case (line 17).
Finally, in A lgorithm  R 2 N A 8  there are two possible situations (instead of one) 
in which A nn has to  change her favourite letter:
1. Ben copies the  la test A nn’s non-d-character move (lines 13-19);
2. the  current A nn’s favourite character is a d-character (lines 7-12).
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A lg o r i th m  R 2 N A 8
1: f  —  0 > A nn’s favourite
2: y —  2 > B en’s la test move
3: z — 2 > B en’s la test d-character
4: count — 0 
5: lo o p
6: X — opponentM ove() > re tu rns 0, 1, 2, or 3
7: if  i s D ( f  ) t h e n  > select new favourite: it is a d-character
8: if  isD (x ) th e n  > isD (a ) =  T rue if and only if a G {2, 3}
9: f  — 1 -  y
10: e lse
11: f  — 1 — X
12: e n d  if
13: e lse  if  X =  f  th e n  > select new favourite: Ben copies A nn’s move
14: if  isD (y ) th e n
15: f  — 1 — X
16: e lse
17: f  — 5 — z > A nn’s favourite is a d-character now
18: e n d  if
19: e n d  if
20: if  i s D ( f  ) th e n  > play favourite w ith  d if it is a d-character . . .
21: m ak eM o v e(f, d)
22: e lse  > . . .  or w ith  the  next le tte r from t otherwise
23: m ak eM o v e(f, t[count])
24: count — count +  1
25: e n d  if
26: y — X > rem em ber B en’s la test move
27: if  isD(X) th e n
28: z — X > rem em ber B en’s la test d-character
29: e n d  if
30: e n d  lo o p
The first case is sim ilar to  the  one from A lgorithm  R 2 N O A 3 . If Ben repeats A nn’s 
le tter, she appends th e  symbol different from two la test B en’s moves. However, 
if b o th  of his la test le tters are non-d-characters, then  she chooses the  d-character 
o ther th an  recent B en’s one (line 17). In the  second situa tion  A nn always plays 
a non-d-character different from  the  la test one used by Ben.
L e m m a  3 .5 . Algorithm R 2 N A 8  won’t let A n n  lose on any non-trivial odd square.
Proof. Assume on the  contrary, th a t a t some point in the  gam e an odd square 
bjbj+1 . . .  bj+2m—1 =  w w  occurs, where m  is odd, m  > 3. D ependent on which player 
places the  first le tte r of the  square b j, we consider two cases. If Ben places b j, then
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we still have, like in the  proof of Lem m a 3.2, wi =  wi+ 1 for 0 <  i <  m  — 2 and addi­
tionally wm—1 =  w0. Observe th a t Ben never repeats A nn’s la test le tte r for the  whole 
tim e ww is created, so either A nn’s favourite le tte r rem ains th e  same, or it changes 
once because she places bj + 1 G {2, 3} as a consequence of B en’s choice of bj equal 
to  bj—1 (outside ww). In b o th  cases we have bj+3 =  bj+5 =  ■ ■ ■ =  bj+2m—1 G {2, 3}. 
Thus, since m  is odd and greater th a n  1, the  following contradiction occurs:
wm—1 =  w0 — bj+m — bj+ 2m—1 — wm—1
Assume now th a t A nn places the  le tte r b j. Similarly as above, we conclude th a t 
wi =  w i+ 1 for 0 <  i <  m  — 2, bu t th is tim e wm—1 m ay be equal to  w0. Note th a t 
this is Ben who chooses the  first le tte r of the  second half of th e  square, nam ely 
bj+m =  w0. If he doesn’t  repeat A nn’s move, he could face a situa tion  sim ilar to  
the  one described above: either A nn’s favourite le tte r rem ains the  same, or it changes 
once because she places bj =  w0 G {2, 3}. Indeed, in th e  second case bj+m G {2, 3} 
and bj+ 2 =  bj+4 =  ■ ■ ■ =  bj+m—1 G {2, 3}, so bj+m =  bj+m—1. In b o th  cases we may 
easily s ta te  a contradiction:
w1 =  w2 bj +2 bj+m—1 bj+m+1 w 1
Thus Ben chooses bj+m equal to  bj+m—1 and forces bj+m+ 1 to  be a d-character. We can 
observe two changes of A nn’s favourite inside the  square. Formally, her consecutive 
moves are:
bj =  bj+2 =  ■ ■ ■ =  bj+m—1 =  a  G {2, 3},
bj+m+1 G {2, 3 }  bj+m+3 =  ■ ■ ■ =  bj+2m—2 =  ß  G {2, 3}
W ithou t loss of generality we assume bj +m+ 1 =  2. We notice th a t Ben cannot 
play d-characters a t positions bj+3,b j+5 , ■■■ , bj+m—2 (equal to  ß  ) and  bj+m (equal 
to  a ) . It implies bj+ 1 =  2 because of line 17 (m  >  5) or lines 13-15 (m  =  3) 
in A lgorithm  R 2 N A 8 . Hence, we ob ta in  a contradiction: w 1 =  bj+ 1 =  bj+m+ 1 =  w 1 
and end the  proof. ■
T h e o re m  3 .6  (Kosiński, M ercas, Nowotka 2018). There exists a strategy with fi­
nite description fo r  A n n  that allows her to win the squarefree game of any length 
on 8 letters.
Proof. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 indicate A lgorithm  R 2 N A 8  as the  w anted strategy. ■  
3.3  A llow in g  b igger squares
As we already know, the  triv ial squares are inevitable in the  squarefree game. We 
may additionally  relax the  rules by allowing squares of a small even length. By us­
ing a b inary  word containing only squares of length  not g reater th a n  2 in place of 
the  squarefree te rnary  word, we can quickly form ulate a theorem :
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T h e o re m  3 .7 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the squarefree game of any length on 6 letters, provided A n n  doesn’t lose 
on squares o f length 2 and 4.
Proof. We use P roposition 2.16(1) and Lem m a 3.2 as in the  proof of Theorem  3.3. 
P ractically  we use the  b inary  word h from  Theorem  1.19 (though in this case the  o ther 
binary  word g from Theorem  1.17 also m atches) instead of the  te rnary  word t 
from Theorem  1.12. ■
I t ’s possible to  elim inate squares of length  4, b u t it requires more effort. For this 
purpose we present A lgorithm  R 2 N 2 A 7  -  A nn’s strategy  for avoiding R epetitions: 
squares (2nd powers) N on-triv ial and not of length  2 on th e  game over an  A lphabet 
containing 7 symbols, which are:
(0, a), (0, b), (1, a), (1, b), (2, a), (2, b), (3, c) (3.2)
We use a word h' created from the  word h from Theorem  1.19 as a result of changing 
each subword 0101 into 0201 (see Proposition  1.22) and applying a substitu tion:
0 ^  a, 1 ^  b, 2 ^  c. We store subsequent le tters of h' in the  array before executing 
the  algorithm .
L e m m a  3 .8 . Algorithm R 2 N 2 A 7  won’t let A n n  lose on any even square greater 
than  2 .
Proof. L e t’s look a t the  second coordinates of (3.2). A nn either plays subsequent 
le tters from  the  sequence h' (lines 19, 22), or changes some subwords acab  into abcb 
(lines 17, 13). From Proposition 1.22 A nn’s sequence of moves contains only squares 
aa  and bb, so it is possible to  adap t the  proof of P roposition 2.7(1) in order to  receive 
a partia l word w ith  only even squares of length 2. ■
We analyze A lgorithm  R 2 N 2 A 7  in the  view of the  first coordinates of (3.2) and 
make some in itial observations (m ainly based on lines 1, 3, 8-10, 26-28):
0 1  A nn never repeats the  non-3 le tte r placed by Ben in his la test move.
0 2  A nn m aintains one of le tters 0, 1 or 2 m arked as her favourite. She keeps using
the favourite le tte r in subsequent non-3-moves. If and  only if B en’s la test 
symbol is equal to  it, she chooses the  new favourite which is the  one different 
from the  last two non-3 le tters appended by Ben. In the  m entioned situation  
A nn’s favourite changes even if she has to  use 3 as her move.
0 3  A nn never changes her favourite right after Ben places 3.
If we concentrate only on le tters 0, 1 or 2, invariants I1 and  I2 rela ted  to  A lgorithm  
R 2 N O A 3  are the  same as observations O1 and O2. Actually, the  way Ann chooses
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A lg o r i th m  R 2 N 2 A 7
1: f  ^  0 > A nn’s favourite, i t ’s never 3
2: y ^  1 > B en’s la test move
3: z ^  1 > B en’s la test non-3-move
4: count ^  0
5: f /ag 3 c  ^  F a ls e  > T rue when A nn m ust play (3, c)
6: lo o p
7: x ^  opponentM ove() > re tu rns 0, 1, 2, or 3
8: if  x =  f  th e n
9: f  ^  3 — x — z > select new favourite
10: e n d  if
11: if  f /ag 3 c  th e n
12: f /ag 3 c  ^  F a ls e
13: m akeM ove(3, c) > change acab  to  abcb -  phase 2
14: e lse  if  h ' [count] =  c th e n
15: if  x =  f  a n d  y =  3 th e n  > avoid x3xx3x
16: f  Zag3c ^  True
17: m akeM ove(f, b) > change acab  to  abcb -  phase 1
18: e lse
19: m akeM ove(3, c) > cover A nn’s favourite w ith  3
20: e n d  if
21: e lse
22: m ak eM o v e(f, h'[count])
23: e n d  if
24: count ^  count +  1
25: y ^  x > rem em ber B en’s la test move
26: if  x =  3 th e n
27: z ^  x > rem em ber B en’s la test non-3-move
28: e n d  if
29: e n d  lo o p
her favourite is nearly the  same, bu t occasionally she has to  place a symbol 3 covering 
some of her favourites, w hat would be a chance of building a square for Ben.
Before we tu rn  to  more advanced properties, we need an ex tra  definition: a sub­
word u of a word w created together by A nn and Ben is a t A n n ’s position (B en ’s
position  respectively) if A nn (Ben) is th e  one who places u0.
L e m m a  3 .9 . Every word generated by Algorithm R 2 N 2 A 7  and B en ’s moves jointly  
doesn’t contain the following subwords:
(1) a a  at B en ’s position, where a  G {0,1 , 2};
(2) a 3 ß  at A n n ’s position, where a ,  ß  G {0,1 , 2}, a  =  ß ;
(3) 3a3  at A n n ’s position, where a  G {0,1 , 2, 3};
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(4) a 3 ß a  at B en ’s position, where a  G {0,1 , 2}, ß  G {0,1 , 2, 3};
(5) a3 3 3 ß  at A n n ’s position, where a , ß  G { 0 ,1, 2}, a  =  ß ;
(6) 3aßY3 at A n n ’s position, where a ,ß ,Y  G {0,1 , 2, 3};
(7) a ß 3 3 ß a  at B e n ’s position, where a , ß  G {0,1 , 2}.
Proof. (1), (2) They are directly im plied by O1 and O3 respectively.
(3) From (3.2) and  th e  proof of Lem m a 3.8, a subsequence of A nn’s le tters cc 
contradicts P roposition 1.22.
(4) According to  O2 (for ß  =  3) and  O3 (for ß  =  3), A nn’s favourite does not 
change and  is equal to  a  (different from ß , thanks to  (1)). It contradicts O2, because 
A nn should choose o ther le tte r after B en’s a .
(5) We use O3 twice.
(6) From  (3), (3.2) and  the  proof of Lem m a 3.8, a subsequence of A nn’s moves
can be either cac, or cbc, bu t it still contradicts P roposition  1.22: every c has to  be
surrounded by two as or by two bs, which m eans squares of length  2.
(7) a  =  ß , because of (1). T hanks to  O3, we know th a t A nn’s favourite is ß  in her 
first two moves, and  then  changes to  a . It contradicts O2, since A nn’s th ird  le tte r 
should be different from  two la test B en’s non-3-moves, and  one of them  is a . ■
A ter obtain ing the  results from Lem m a 3.9, we can prove the  absence of non­
triv ial odd squares in a quite com pact way.
L e m m a  3 .10 . Algorithm R 2 N 2 A 7  won’t let A n n  lose on any square of length 3.
Proof. Assume th a t a t some point in the  gam e a square bj bj+ 1 ■ ■ ■ bj+ 5 =  ww was 
constructed. For cases in which bj+i =  3, 0 <  i <  6 the  reasoning from  the  proof 
of Lem m a 3.2 works as well. L e t’s consider every o ther possibility, dependent 
on th e  position of ww (num bers in parentheses are references to  Lem m a 3.9):
w G { 3 a ß ,a 3 ß ,a ß 3}, where 3 =  a  =  ß  =  3. ww =  (3 a ß )2 a t B en’s position and 
ww =  ( a ß 3)2 a t A nn’s position contradict (4), while the  o ther four subcases 
contradict (2).
w G { 3 a a , a 3 a ,  a a 3 } , where a  =  3. Except of ww =  ( a 3 a ) 2 a t A nn’s position, all 
subcases contradict (1).
w G {33a, 3 a 3 ,a 3 3 ,333}, where a  =  3. ww =  (3 3 a)2 a t A nn’s position and 
ww =  (a3 3 )2 a t B en’s position contradict (6), whereas the  o ther six subcases 
contradict (3).
The only rem aining case is ww =  ( a 3 a ) 2 a t A nn’s position. However, notice th a t 
the  algorithm  handles th is s ituation  a t lines 14-17 and 11-13, which prevents Ann 
from appending bj+4 =  3 and  com m ands her to  play bj+6 =  3. U nfortunately  for Ben: 
bj+3 =  a  =  3, so he is unable to  create a square of length 3 containing bj+6 . It 
ends the  proof, because any o ther possibility of creating such square was already 
excluded. ■
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L e m m a  3 .11 . Algorithm R 2 N 2 A 7  won’t let A n n  lose on any odd square of length 
at least 5.
Proof. Assume on the  contrary, th a t a t some point in the  gam e an odd square 
bjbj+1 . . .  bj+2m-1 =  ww occurs, where m  is odd, m  >  5. We in troduce some aux- 
illiary definitions rela ted  to  the  square. B en’s 3-move bj +j (0 <  i <  2m) can be 
interpreted  as a le tte r a  G {0,1 , 2} if:
i G {0,1, m , m  + 1 }  and  bj+j-2 =  a
or
i G {m  — 2, m  — 1, 2m  — 2, 2m  — 1} and bj +j+2 =  a  =  bj +j+1
It m eans th a t bj +j m ay be the  same as a t least one of its neighbours appended by 
Ben inside the  singular w. Notice th a t the  precondition a  =  bj+j+1 in the  second 
case is relevant: if we in terp ret bj +j as a  =  bj +j+1 =  bj +j+2, we ob ta in  a contradiction 
w ith O1.
By the  procedure of uncovering a subword u of w we m ean changing each 3 
inside u played by A nn in one w (at some bj) into her hidden favourite and checking 
if B en’s move a t the  corresponding position in the  o ther w (at bj+m or bj-m ) can be 
in terpreted  as a le tte r equal to  the  favourite. If the  procedure ends w ith  success, we 
uncover the  subword u.
Note th a t in uncovered u A nn has only one favourite per w. Assume w ithout loss 
of generality th a t, according to  O2, there exist 0 <  i <  m  — 2: bj +j =  bj +j+1 =  bj +j+2 
and bj+j ,bj+j+2 are A nn’s letters. It implies th a t bj+m+j =  bj+m+j+1 and  bj+m+j+1 is 
A nn’s move repeating  B en’s one -  a contradiction w ith  O1.
We will uncover two certain  types of subwords of w in order to  ob ta in  alm ost 
pure non-3 sequences so as to  apply th e  reasoning sim ilar to  the  one from the  proof 
of Lem m a 3.2 -  though w ith  more cases, because of some “threes” left uncovered.
a 3 3 ß , where a , ß  G {0,1 , 2}, a  =  ß. For the  subword a t A nn’s position we di­
rectly apply the  definition of uncovering for the  second 3. We do the  same 
for the  subword a t B en’s position and the  first 3.
a 3 a ,  where a  G {0,1 , 2}. If a 3 a  =  wm-3wm-2wm -1, then  a 3 a ß  is a subword of w, 
because m  >  5. From Lem m a 3.9 (1) and  (3) we have: a  =  ß  G {0,1 , 2}, so we 
can easily apply the  definition of uncovering. O therwise, ß a 3 a  is a subword 
of w and we are able to  repeat the  reasoning. By the  way, note th a t if m  =  3, 
then  a 3 a  is im possible to  be uncovered.
Morevoer, there are some types of words which cannot be subwords of w (num bers 
in parentheses are references to  Lem m a 3.9):
a 3 ß , where a , ß  G {0,1 , 2}, a  =  ß . At A nn’s position it contradicts (2).
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a 3 3 a , where a  G {0,1 , 2}. A t B en’s position it contradicts (4).
333. At A nn’s position it contradicts (3).
A fter the  preceding considerations, we are ready to  s ta te  a corollary:
For each i : (0 <  i <  m  A bj+i played by Ann) ^  bj+i G {a, 3}, and  (3.3)
for each i : (m  <  i <  2m A bj+i played by Ann) ^  bj+i G {ß, 3},
where a ,  ß  G {0, 1, 2}
Additionally, after uncovering every a 3 a  and  a3 3 ß , only w0 , w 1, wm—2 or wm—1 may 
be equal to  3. For cases in which none of these symbols from w is 3 the  reasoning
from the  proof of Lem m a 3.2 works as well. L e t’s consider the  rem aining situations
after the  procedure of uncovering. We use already m entioned types of words, th is tim e 
subwords of ww, bu t no t w (one more tim e, num bers in parentheses are references 
to  Lem m a 3.9):
a 3 ß  =  bj+m—2+kbj+m—1+kbj+m+k a t B en’s position, where a , ß  G {0,1 , 2}, k G {0,1}.
Due to  (3.3): bj+m+fc+1 bj +2m—2+fc wm—2+fc bj+m—2+fc a  so it contra­
dicts (4).
a 3 a  =  bj+m—2+kbj+m—1+kbj+m+k a t A nn’s position, where a  G {0 ,1 , 2}, k G {0,1}. 
Due to  (3.3): bj+m+fc+1 =  wfc+1 =  bj+fc+1 =  bj+m—2+fc =  a , so it contradicts (1).
a 3 3 a  =  bj+m—3+fc bj+m—2+fc bj+m— 1+fc bj+m+fc a t A nn’s position, where a  G {0,1 , 2},
k G {0, 1  2}. Due to  (3.3): bj+m+fc+1 — bj +2m—4+fc — wm—4+fc — bj+m—4+fc, so it
contradicts (7).
a3 3 ß  =  bj+m—3+fc bj+m—2+fc bj+m—1+fc bj+m+fc a t A nn’s position, where a , ß  G {0,1 , 2}, 
a  =  ß , k G {0,1, 2}. Due to  (3.3): ß  =  bj+m+fc =  wfc =  bj+fc =  bj+m—3+fc =  a , 
a contradiction.
a3 3 ß  =  bj+m—3+fc bj+m—2+fc bj+m—1+fc bj+m+fc a t B en’s position, where a , ß  G {0,1 , 2},
a  =  ß , k G {0, 1  2}. Due to  (3.3): ß  — bj+m+fc — bj +2m—3+fc — wm—3+fc —
bj+m—3+k =  a , a contradiction.
333 =  bj+m—2+kbj+m—1+kbj+m+k at B en’s position, where k G {0,1}. Due to  (3.3):
bj+m+fc+1 bj +2m—4+fc wm—4+fc bj+m—4+fc a . If bj+m—3+fc a  it contra­
dicts (1). O therwise, it contradicts (5).
In order to  finish the  proof notice th a t 3333 cannot be a subword of ww, because it 
contradicts (3). ■
T h e o re m  3 .12 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the squarefree game of any length on 7 letters, provided A n n  doesn’t lose 
on squares o f length 2 .
Proof. Lemmas 3.8, 3.10, and  3.11 imply th a t A lgorithm  R 2 N 2 A 7  is the  w anted 
strategy. ■
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Sparse overlap-free gam e
The contents of the  chapter were published in our paper [20]. We s ta rt w ith a slightly 
more formal setting.
D e f in it io n  4 .1  (Sparse overlap-free gam e). Let us fix a finite alphabet A and a posi­
tive integer n. The sparse overlap-free gam e of length n  over A is played between two 
players, A n n  and Ben. The players extend an initial partial word consisting of  n  holes 
by alternately filling the holes with letters from  A (one hole per move). The game 
ends i f  all holes have been filled. A n n  wins i f  there are no overlaps in the final word. 
Otherwise, Ben is the winner.
We make two additional assum ptions:
A 1 Ben makes the  first move,
A 2  th e  length  of the  play n  =  2k is even.
Notice th a t changing the  s ta rting  player is equivalent to  changing parity  of 
the  game board. If the  second player holds a w inning strategy  on a board  of length 
n, they can use the  strategy  to  win as the  first player on board  of length  n  — 1 
(as Ann) or on board  of length  n  + 1  (as Ben).
A nn’s strategy  looks as follows. Before the  game sta rts  she divides the  board  
into k consecutive segments each of length  two. T hen she assigns the  ith  segment 
w ith the  ith  le tte r t  of a squarefree sequence t  from Theorem  1.12.
Assume now th a t the  a lphabet used in the  gam e is A =  {0,1 , 2, 3}. To each of 
the  le tters a, b, c A nn assigns a set of four special words over A in the  following way:
a  ^ { 0 1 ,1 2 ,  23, 30} (4.1)
b ^  {02,13, 20, 31} 
c ^  {03,10, 21, 32}
Notice th a t the  first le tters of the  special words form in each set the  alphabet A, 
while the  second le tters of these words form three different cyclic perm utations of 
the  alphabet A. By this property  A nn can apply th e  following simple strategy
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w ithout am biguity: whenever Ben makes his move in the  ith  segment, Ann responds 
by m aking a com plem entary move so th a t one of th e  special words corresponding to  
the  le tte r t  appears in th is segment. For instance, if Ben pu ts 3 on the  second position 
of a segment assigned w ith  le tte r b, then  A nn responds w ith 1, since the  unique 
special word m atching w ith  B en’s choice in this case is 13. Notice th a t th is strategy  
guarantees th a t when the  game stops the  resulting word is an image of the  word t 
under the  substitu tion  defined by the  th ree rules above involving special words.
Now we are going to  prove th a t this is a w inning strategy  for Ann.
T h e o re m  4 .2  (G rytczuk, Kosmski, Zmarz 2015). There exists a winning strategy 
with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows her to win the sparse overlap-free game of 
any even length over a 4-letter alphabet (provided Ben starts the play).
Proof. We will prove th a t the  above strategy  guarantees a win for Ann. Suppose 
on the  contrary  th a t an overlap w =  ax ax a  (a G A ,x  G A*), appeared somewhere 
in a final word constructed during the  game. We consider two cases dependent 
on the  parity  of m . If m  is odd, then  the  partitio n  of w into the  segments determ ined 
by th e  in itia l partitio n  of the  board  has one of the  following two forms:
w |a x 0 |x 1x 2 | • • • |xm -2x m- 1| a x 0 |x 1 x 2 | • • • |xm -2x m- 1|a
or
w =  a |x 0x 1| • • • |xm-1a |x 0x 1| • • • |xm-1a|
By A nn’s strategy  in every segment there is a special word, so the  overlap w can be 
w ritten  as:
w =  f 0f 1 • • • r g- 1f 0r 1 • • • rq-1  a
or
w =  a s 0s 1 • • • sq -1S0S1 • • • Sq-1
where r  and  Sj are special words and q =  . B ut each special word occupying
a given segment determ ines uniquely the  le tte r of t  assigned to  this segment. Hence 
we get a square in the  sequence t, which is a contradiction.
If m  is even, then  we also have two possible forms of w:
w =  |ax 0 |x 1x 2 | • • • |xm-1a |x 0x 1| • • • |xm -2x m -1  |a =  u 'a
or
w =  a |x 0x 1| • • • |xm -2x m-1 |ax0 |x 1x 2 | • • • |xm -1  a| =  au '
Notice however th a t in b o th  cases the  word u ' consists of exactly the  same collection 
of special words th a t may be listed as:
ax 0, X0X1, X1X2, ••• , xm- 2xm_ 1, Xm-1  a (4.2)
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For each symbol z G A =  {0,1 , 2, 3} denote by z a corresponding elem ent of 
the  additive group Z 4. We w rite the  following equation, which is obviously true:
(xo — a) +  (xi — xo) +  (x2 — x i ) + . . .  +  (xTO_i — x m_2) +  (a — x TO_i) =  0 (mod 4) (4.3)
By com paring (4.2) and (4.3) we notice a correspondence between special words 
and differences of elements of group Z 4. From (4.1) we know th a t special words th a t 
are assigned to  a  correspond to  a difference of 1 in (4.3), b to  2, c to  3, and  there 
are no differences of value 0. Let u be a subword of t  th a t was used to  generate u'. 
We rew rite (4.3) as:
|u |a ■ 1 +  |u |b ■ 2 +  |u |c ■ 3 =  0 (m o d 4 ) (4.4)
From (4.4) we have |u |a =  |u |c (m od 2) and  we apply P roposition  1.14, which 
implies |u |a =  |u |c. Recall th a t |u |a +  |u |b +  |u |c =  |u| =  m  +  1 is odd. A sum
of added “ones” and “th rees” is 0 (mod 4), while |u |b (num ber of “twos” ) is odd. 
Hence, the  to ta l sum  is congruent to  2 (mod 4), which contradicts (4.4). ■
The above result is optim al in the  light of the  following theorem . Ben can win 
the  game th a t is played on a 3-letter a lphabet in ju s t 5 moves.
T h e o re m  4 .3  (G rytczuk, Kosmski, Zmarz 2015). A n n  has no winning strategy 
on a 3-letter alphabet overlap-free game that starts with 10 or more holes.
Proof. We will prove th a t A nn has no winning strategy  in the  sparse overlap-free
game over a 3-letter a lphabet th a t s ta rts  w ith  10 or more holes.
Assume th a t a lphabet used in th e  gam e is A =  {0,1 , 2}. The board
x 0x 1x 2x3x4x 5xgx7x8xg
at the  beginning of the  gam e consists of 10 holes. Ben makes the  first move by 
inserting 0 a t position x 1. A nn cannot place 0 a t position x 0 or x 2 because Ben 
subsequently will fill in an overlap 000 a t positions x 0x 1x 2. If A nn pu ts any le tte r 
a t position x 4 or further, then  Ben will place the  next 0 a t x 2 on his tu rn . On her 
next tu rn  A nn will be unable to  prevent Ben from creating an  overlap a t positions 
x0x 1x 2 or x 1x 2x 3. If Ann pu ts any le tte r a t x 3, then  Bob will double her le tte r a t x4, 
which will also result in an overlap, this tim e a t positions x 2x 3x 4 or x 3x 4x 5.
In order no t to  end the  game too  early A nn has to  insert a le tte r different from  0 
a t position x0 or x 2. W ithou t loss of generality A nn chooses 1. Consider the  case
in which A nn places the  le tte r a t x0:
10x2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x8xg
Now Ben has a w inning strategy  -  it is enough to  fill all odd positions w ith  0 in the  in­
creasing order. On his next tu rn  he places 0 a t x 3. A nn has to  place a t x 2 a le tte r
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other th an  0. Notice th a t the  le tte r cannot be also 1, otherw ise Ben will create 
an overlap 10101 a t x 0x 1x 2x 3x4. Thus A nn chooses 2 a t x 2 and  Ben responds w ith  0 
a t x 5. Again, A nn has only one possibility of move unless she w ants the  im m ediate 
loss. The same situation  occurs one more tim e, so we ob ta in  th e  board  below:
10201020x8X9
The last move belongs to  Ben, who pu ts 1 a t position x 8, creates an overlap and 
wins the  game.
Consider the  o ther case, in which A nn on the  second tu rn  places 1 a t x 2:
x 001x3x 4x 5x 6x 7x8x 9
This tim e Ben needs to  fill all even positions w ith  1 in the  increasing order. We 
repeat the  reasoning from the  case above and finally ob ta in  the  following board:
x 001210121x9
On his last tu rn  Ben places 1 a t x0 , which ends the  game w ith  his win and  ends 
the  proof as well. ■
It is w orth to  notice th a t Ann can use the  same strategy  as in Theorem  4.2 to  
win the  4-letter non-sparse overlap-free game. Moreover, the  assum ptions A1 and 
A2 are not necessary: Ben can only append letters to  the  end of the  augm enting 
word, so Ann can always react w ith  a proper special word.
C o ro lla ry  4 .4 . There exists a winning strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that 
allows her to win the overlap-free game of any length over a 4-letter alphabet.
We can also adap t the  strategy  for Ben over a 3-letter alphabet: the  final words 
w ith overlaps from Theorem  4.3 have every second le tte r equal, so if he plays the  same 
le tte r 5 tim es in a row, he wins.
C o ro lla ry  4 .5 . A n n  has no winning strategy on a 3-letter alphabet overlap-free game 
of length 10 or more.
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G am e over a binary a lphabet
5.1 5th -pow er-free gam e
We have already sta ted  the  squarefree gam e in Definition 3.1. L e t’s define a more 
general type of a nonrepetitive gam e in the  same m anner. Notice th a t this tim e Ann 
needs to  avoid also triv ial repetitions.
D e f in it io n  5.1 (m th-power-free gam e). Fix a finite alphabet A and positive integers 
n  and  m  (m >  3). The m th-power-free game of length n  over A is played between 
two players, A n n  and Ben. The players extend an initially empty word by alternately 
appending letters of  A to its end. The game ends i f  the length of an emerging word 
has reached n, or i f  an m th  power has been created earlier. A n n  wins i f  there are no 
m th  powers in the final word. Otherwise, Ben is the winner.
Let us th ink  abou t th e  m inim al m  for which A nn has a w inning strategy  in the  m th- 
power-free game on a b inary  alphabet. From  Corollary 2.19 we know th a t m  <  6 
and from the  theorem  below: m  >  4.
T h e o re m  5 .2 . A n n  has no winning strategy on a 2-letter alphabet 4th-power-free 
game of length 17 or more.
Proof. B en’s tac tic  is to  copy A nn’s la test move: if A nn places the  same le tte r twice 
in a row, he will easily ob ta in  a triv ial 4 th  power. It implies th a t A nn has to  use 
0 and  1 alternately, b u t after her eighth move Ben is able to  create a 4 th  power of 
length 4, which m eans a 17th le tte r appended to  the  board  if Ben sta rts  the  play: 
00011001100110011. ■
Trivial repetitions are so im portan t th a t if A nn does not lose on triv ial m th  
powers, m  is decreased to  a t m ost 4 (Corollary 2.18). L e t’s consider an  infinite 
binary  overlap-free word t from Theorem  1.6. From Propositions 2.13(4) and 2.14(4) 
the  only 5 th  powers Ann would encounter playing the  subsequent le tters from  t 
are ju s t the  triv ial ones. P roposition  2.20(3) implies th a t A nn m ust actively react 
for B en’s a ttem p ts  to  force a 5 th  power of length  1.
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A lg o r i th m  R 5 A 2
1: y ^  1 > B en’s la test move
2: count ^  0
3: f /a g M o re C h a n g e s  ^  F a ls e  > T rue if fu rther modifications of ta u  possible 
4: lo o p
5: x ^  opponentM ove() > re tu rns 0 or 1
6: if  f /a g M o re C h a n g e s  th e n
7: f /a g M o re C h a n g e s  ^  F a ls e
8: if  x =  y th e n  > F a ls e  ^  (b1) or (cl)
9: ta u  [count] ^  1 — ta u  [count]
10: ta u  [count +  1] ^  1 — ta u  [count +  1]
11: ta u  [count +  2] ^  1 — ta u  [count +  2]
12: if  x =  tau[count +  3] th e n  > T rue ^  (b2), F a ls e  ^  (c2)
13: ta u  [count +  3] ^  1 — ta u  [count +  3]
14: tau[count +  4] ^  1 — tau[count +  4]
15: e n d  if
16: e n d  if
17: e lse  if  tau[count] =  x =  tau[count — 1] =  y th e n  > let ta u [—1] =  tau[0]
18: if  x =  ta u  [count +  2] th e n  > F a ls e  ^  (a)
19: f /a g M o re C h a n g e s  ^  T rue
20: e n d  if
21: ta u  [count] ^  1 — ta u  [count]
22: e n d  if
23: m akeM ove(tau[count])
24: count ^  count +  1
25: y ^  x > rem em ber B en’s la test move
26: e n d  lo o p
For th a t purpose we present A lgorithm  R 5 A 2  -  A nn’s strategy  for avoiding 
R epetitions: 5 th  powers on the  game over an A lphabet containing 2 symbols: 0, 1. 
Before its execution we store subsequent le tters of r  in the  array  ta u  which is modified 
by the  algorithm  during th e  runtim e. An output word is the  content of th is array 
after A lgorithm  R 5 A 2  finishes th e  execution (see line 23). For simplicity we assume 
th a t every ou tp u t word is infinite. The le tte r a t position i in the  o u tp u t word m ight 
be different from r i .
As we know from the  definition of ÿ , r  is built on 2-letter segments. Notice 
th a t t =  lim i^ œ ÿ i (0) =  limi^ œ (ÿ j )i (0), where j  is an  a rb itra ry  positive integer. 
As a consequence, we can divide r  into 2j -le tter segments, taken  directly from the  def­
inition of ÿ j . In case of j  G {2, 3} we get 4-letter segments and 8-letter segments of 
the  form below, located in r  only a t positions divisible by 4 and  8, respectively:
0110, 1001 and  01101001, 10010110 (5.1)
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So as to  describe A lgorithm  R 5 A 2  properly we introduce a notion for disturbance 
of t . We will refer to  a word u of length  k as a wave when it is a subword of an  ou tp u t 
word w th a t u i =  wj +i =  r ?+i and  w j+k =  Tj+k, where 0 <  i <  k and  j  is the  value 
of the  variable count for which line 21 was executed.
L e t’s th ink  abou t the  possible waves. Consider the  first one in an  o u tp u t word 
w: no symbol before th is wave was changed by A lgorithm  R 5 A 2 . Let j  be the  value 
of count when the  algorithm  first tim e evaluates the  condition from line 17 to  True. 
Note th a t j  >  2, which implies the  existence of Tj—1, r ?—2. There is no triv ial cube 
in t , so Tj—2Tj—1TjTj+1 =  abba, where (a,b) G { (0 ,1 ), (1, 0)}.
Let ß i m ean a le tte r played by Ben between ith  and  ( i+ 1 )th  A nn’s moves. Notice 
th a t ß j—2 =  ß j—1 =  b. Now we are ready to  distinguish five cases of A nn’s behaviour 
dependent on le tters from t and B en’s move ßj :
(a ) : Tj—2Tj—1TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3 =  abbaba (1 triv ial square);
(b 1 ) : Tj—2Tj—1TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5 =  abbaabab (2 triv ial squares) and ß j =  b;
(b 2 ) : Tj—2Tj—1TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5 =  abbaabab (2 triv ial squares) and ß j =  a;
( c 1 ) : Tj—2Tj—1TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5 =  abbaabba (3 triv ial squares) and  ß j =  b;
(c 2 ) : Tj—2Tj—1TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5 =  abbaabba (3 triv ial squares) and  ß j =  a.
As we will see in the  following lemma, these cases can be applied not only to  the  first 
wave, b u t also to  every o ther one. Moreover, waves do not overlap (no wave sta rts  
inside another) and do not adjoin.
L e m m a  5 .3 . The only possible waves in output words are: 
waves of length 1 in cases (a), (b1) and (cl);  
waves of length 4 in case (c2);
waves o f length 6 in case (b2).
Furthermore, i f  there is a wave of length k at position  j , then the next wave in the same
output word (if  exists) is located at position not less than j  +  k +  2.
Proof. The lengths provided above are obvious if line 17 of A lgorithm  R 5 A 2  is 
evaluated to  T rue only for values i of count such th a t tau[i] =  Ti =  tau [i — 1] =  Ti—1.
E stablish  the  first wave in an  ou tp u t word w located a t position j .  We consider 
situations in which:
Tfc—1 =  wfc—1 =  wfc for k >  j  (5.2)
It is a necessary condition to  s ta rt the  second wave inside or right after the  first one, 
b u t i t ’s not sufficient -  we should check if wk—1 =  ß k—1 =  ß k—2 additionally.
In cases (a), (b1) and  (c1) we observe th a t (5.2) holds only for k =  j  +  1, bu t 
line 17 is evaluated to  F a ls e  because ß j —1 =  w j. In case (c2) we observe th a t (5.2) 
holds only for k =  j  +  2, bu t line 17 is evaluated to  F a ls e  because ß j =  wj +1. 
Case (b2) is alm ost sim ilar to  (c2), bu t we m ust also notice th a t rj+ 6 =  rj+ 5 =  wj+5;
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otherw ise Tj+2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5Tj+ 6 would be an overlap. Thus wj+6 =  Tj+ 6 and (5.2) does 
not hold for k =  j  +  6 .
We already proved th a t if the  first wave in w of length  k is located a t position j , 
then  the  second wave in w (if exists) is located a t position not less th an  j  +  k +  1. 
We are able to  expand this value to  j  +  k +  2 by showing th a t the  following equation 
is never true:
Tj+fc+1 =  ßj+fc =  Tj+fc =  ßj+fc-1  (5.3)
(5.3) is exactly line 17 ad justed  to  two letters from t  after the  wave (wj+k =  Tj+k): 
we are abou t to  decide w hether wj+k+1 equals Tj+ k+ 1 or not.
It is im m ediate to  see th a t (5.3) does not hold for case (a): Tj+2 =  Tj+1; cases 
(b1) and  (c1): Tj+ 2 =  Tj+1, b u t Tj+1 =  ß ; and  case (c2): Tj+5 =  Tj+4. In case (b2) 
the  inequality Tj+7 =  r j+6 is the  consequence of Tj+5Tj+6Tj+ 7 no t being an overlap, 
which m eans (5.3) is false for all waves.
Knowing th a t after the  first wave there are always a t least two le tters which don’t 
belong to  the  second one, we are able to  repeat the  reasoning for the  second, th ird  
and every o ther wave by using the  m athem atical induction. ■
We associate the  cases w ith waves in order to  use a te rm  (case)-wave, where 
(case) is the  one of (a), (b1), (b2 ), (c1) or (c2). A (case)-wave gap is a word 
Tj+fcTj+fc+ 1 • • • Tj+p-1 , in which k is the  length  of (case)-wave a t position j  in an  ou t­
p u t word w, and p  is the  sm allest integer g reater th a n  k th a t Tj+p =  wj+p. If such 
p  doesn’t  exist, we regard (case)-wave gap as an infinite subsequence of t . A m in­
imal (case)-wave gap m eans the  (case)-wave gap of the  m inim um  length  am ong all 
positions of (case)-waves in all possible o u tp u t words.
Finally, we define an  extended (case)-wave a t position j  in an  o u tp u t word w 
as a catenation  of TjTj +1, (case)-wave u th a t u 0 =  wj+2, and  the  m inim al (case)-wave 
gap of u. (Notice th a t from  Lem m a 5.3: w jw j+ 1 =  TjTj+1). A word u is located 
a t ( f  (k ))-positions ( f  : N ^  N) when there exist a nonem pty subset K  of N and 
an o u tp u t word w th a t for every k G K  the  subword u is located a t position f  (k) 
in w.
L e m m a  5 .4 . The only possible extended waves o f output words are: 
extented (a)-waves 010010 or 101101 located at (4k) -positions; 
extented (bl)-waves  01000101 or 10111010 located at (8k + 6 ) -positions; 
extended (b2)-waves 0101101010 or 1010010101 located at (8k + 6 ) -positions; 
extended (cl)-waves  010001 or 101110 located at (8k+4) -positions; 
extended (c2)-waves 0101101010 or 1010010101 located at (8k+4) -positions.
Proof. Consider (case)-waves located a t position j .  T hanks to  Lem m a 5.3 we only 
have to  find forms of j  — 2 and m inim al (case)-wave gaps, which are always not shorter 
th a n  2. For the  second purpose we search for the  first positions after the  current 
waves a t which the  next waves have a chance to  appear in some o u tp u t words.
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L e t’s fix (a, b) G { (0 ,1 ), (1, 0)} and  an ou tp u t word w.
(a)-wave:
Tj_2 Tj_1Tj Tj+ 1Tj+ 2 Tj+3 =  abbaba 
Wj_2Wj_1 Wj Wj+1Wj+2 =  abaab
Wj+2 =  Tj+3, so no wave is located a t position j  +  3 and Wj+3 =  Tj+3. T he ab­
sence of overlaps in t  implies Tj+4 =  Tj+3 =  a and a possible wave a t position j  +  4. 
A fter applying P roposition  1.10 to  TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3 =  ^(bb) we ob ta in  j  =  4k +  2 and, 
consequently, j  — 2 =  4k.
(b 1)-wave:
Tj_2Tj_1Tj Tj+ 1Tj+ 2Tj+3Tj+4 Tj+5Tj+ 6 Tj+7 =  abbaababba
Wj_2Wj_1 Wj Wj+1Wj+2 =  abaaa
By the  same reasoning as above, we prove: Wj+3Wj+4Wj+ 5 =  Tj+ 3Tj+4Tj+ 5 =  bab 
and th e  possibility of wave a t position j  +  6 . A fter applying P roposition 1.10 to  
Tj+ 2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5 =  ^ (a a )  we ob ta in  j  +  2 =  4k +  2. Based on j  =  4k and (5.1), we 
observe th a t TjTj+1Tj+2Tj+3 and  r ?_4r ?_ 3r ?_2r ?_ 1 are 4-letter blocks equal to  ^ 2(b). 
Once more we use P roposition  1.10 to  get j  — 4 =  8k +  4, which m eans j  — 2 =  8k +  6 .
(b2 )-wave:
Tj_2Tj_1Tj Tj+ 1Tj+ 2Tj+3Tj+4Tj+5Tj+ 6Tj+7 =  abbaababba
Wj_2Wj_1Wj Wj+1Wj+2Wj+3Wj+4Wj+5 Wj+6Wj+7 =  ababbababa
B oth (b1)-wave and (b2)-wave share the  same subword of t , so we can con­
tinue dividing it into blocks, th is tim e 8-letter ones. Based on j  =  8k and (5.1), 
TjTj+1 ■ ■ ■ Tj+7 and Tj_8Tj_7 ■ ■ ■ Tj_1 are different 8-letter blocks. Thus we are unable 
to  determ ine the  next block and its first le tte r Tj+8 -  it could be either equal to  Tj+7,
or not. As a consequence, a wave a t position j  +  8 is possible.
(c1)-wave:
Tj_2Tj_1Tj Tj+1 Tj+2 Tj+3 Tj+4 Tj+5 =  abbaabba 
Wj_2Wj_1Wj Wj+1Wj+2 =  abaaa
By the  same reasoning as in the  case of (a)-wave, we receive Wj+3 =  Tj+3 =  b 
and th e  possibility of wave a t position j  +  4. A fter applying P roposition  1.10 to
Tj_2Tj_1 ■ ■ ■ Tj+5 =  ^ 2(aa) we ob ta in  j  — 2 =  8k +  4.
(c2)-wave:
Tj_2Tj_1Tj Tj+1 Tj+2 Tj+3 Tj+4 Tj+5 =  abbaabba 
Wj_2 Wj_1Wj Wj+1Wj+2Wj+3 Wj+4Wj+5 =  ababbaba
Based on j + 2  =  8k and  (5.1), Tj+2Tj+3 ■ ■ ■ Tj+9 =  abbabaab. By the  same reasoning 
as in the  case of (a)-wave, we receive Wj+6Wj+7 =  Tj+6Tj+7 =  ba and the  possibility 
of wave a t position j  +  8. ■
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A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B
0 1 1 1 r q  0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 I I 1 0 0 1 I
1 0 0 0 ^  1 0 1
I 1 0 0 1 I I 0 1 1 0 I
Table 5.1: E xtended (a)-waves w ith the ir waves and 4-letter segments of t marked.
A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B  
0 1 1 1 ^ 1 0  0 1 0 1
_0_____^  1 0 0 1 I I 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 ^ 0 1  1 0 1 0
_1_____^  0 1 1 0 | I 1 0 0 1 I
Table 5.2: E xtended (b1)-waves w ith  the ir waves and  4-letter segments of t marked.
A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B  
0 1 1 1  0 0 1 1 0 1 ^  1 0
_0_____^  1 0 0 1~| I 0 1 1 0 I
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 r |  0 1
_1_____^  0 1 1 0 | I 1 0 0 1 I
Table 5.3: E xtended (b2)-waves w ith  the ir waves and  4-letter segments of t marked.
A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B  
0 1 1 1 ^ 1 0  0 1
I 0 1 1 0 I I 0 1 1 0 I
1 0 0 0 ^ 0 1  1 0
I 1 0 0 1 I I 1 0 0 1 I
Table 5.4: E xtended (c1)-waves w ith  the ir waves and 4-letter segments of t marked. 
A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B
0 1 1 1  j 0 0 1 1 ^  1 0  1 0
I 0 1 1 0 I I 0 1 1 0 | I 1 0 0 1 I
1 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 r |  0 1 0  1
I 1 0 0 1 I I 1 0 0 1 I I 0 1 1 0 I
Table 5.5: E xtended (c2)-waves w ith  the ir waves and 4-letter segments of t marked.
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The graphic sum m ary of Lem m a 5.4 is presented in Tables 5.1-5.5. A fter com­
paring the  contents of o u tp u t words to  the  4-letter segments from  (5.1), we are able 
to  form ulate the  following rem arks to  Lem m a 5.4.
R e m a r k  5 .5 . Inside output words we notice subwords:
001 and 110 only at (2k+1) -positions and (4k+2) -positions;
000  and 111 only at (8 k) -positions and  (8k + 6 ) -positions.
R e m a r k  5 .6 . The differences in 4-letter segments between output words and t  are:
(a)-waves and (cl)-waves at (4k)-positions introduce 
0100  instead of  0110  and  1011  instead of  1 0 0 1 ;
(bl)-waves at (8 k) -positions introduce
0001  instead of  1001  and  1110  instead of  0 1 1 0 ;
(b2)-waves at (8 k) -positions introduce consecutive segments
0 1 1 0 . 1010  instead of  1 0 0 1 , 0110  and 1 0 0 1 , 0101  instead of  0 1 1 0 , 1 0 0 1 ; 
(c2)-waves at (8k+4) -positions introduce consecutive segments
0 1 0 1 . 1010  instead of  0 1 1 0 , 0110  and 1 0 1 0 , 0101  instead of  1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 1 .
5.2 T h e p roof
At the  beginning of the  section le t’s show the  m ain difference between the  effects of 
A lgorithm  R 5 A 2  and the  blind tac tic  for Ann.
L e m m a  5 .7 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 1.
Proof. The definition of wave and Lem m a 5.3 implies th a t for every ou tp u t word w 
w ith a sequence ß  and  for every index j  : ß j w j+1ß j+ 1wj+ 2 is no t a triv ial 4 th  power. 
Thus w jß jw j +1ß j+ 1w j+ 2 and ßjw j +1ß j+ 1 w j+2ß j+ 2 cannot be 5th  powers. ■
A fter we got rid  of triv ial 5 th  powers we m ust check if the  algorithm  introduce 
some 5th  powers of g reater length, which tq doesn’t  contain. In each succeeding 
lem m a we will assum e there are an o u tp u t word w w ith  a corresponding sequence ß, 
an index j  and  a word s of length p  such th a t: if p  is odd a t least one of these two 
equations holds:
wj ßj wj+ 1ßj +1 • • • ß j+LqJwj+M  =  S 
ß j - 1wj ß j wj +1 • • • wj+ LqJ ß j+LqJ =  s
(5.4)
(5.5)
or if p  is even a t least one of these two equations holds:
wj ßj wj +1 ßj +1 • • • wj+q ßj+q =  s 
ß j —1w j ß j wj +1 • • • ß j+ q -1wj+q s
(5.6)
(5.7)
where q =  . We will sometimes use an additional integer q', which equals |~q]
for (5.4) or |_qj for (5.5). L e t’s fix (a, b) G { (0 ,1 ), (1, 0)}. We will lead our reasoning 
to  contradictions usually by considering two cases for 5th-pow er candidates s5:
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C 1 there exists an  extended wave whose a t least first th ree le tters (so a t least first 
one of its wave) belong to  the  candidate;
C 2  there exists an  extended wave which does not fulfil C1, bu t whose a t least last 
le tte r of its wave belongs to  the  candidate.
W ords which do not m eet any of th e  critieria above are not considered as candi­
dates anymore: they  are ju s t subwords of tq. We observe th a t C1 can be expressed 
as the  existence of an index r  th a t:
wj+r ß j+r wj+ r+1ßj+ r+1 wj+ r+2 — abbba (5.8)
Tj+r Tj+ r+1Tj+ r+2 abb
where j  +  r  is even (wj+rwj + r+ 1 has to  be a 2-letter segment) and  0 <  r  <  q' — 2.
If C1 holds, then  for p  =  2k +  1 (k >  2) we can find integers i, i, i, i th a t the  following
words are subwords of s5:
ß 2i—k w2i—k+1 ■ ■ ■ ß 2i—1w2iß2iw2i+1 =  ba^abbb (5.9)
w2i - k+2ß 2i - k+2 ' ' ' w2i+1ß 2i+1 w2i+2ß 2i+2 =  ba£abbb 
ß 2i - k+1 w2i—k+2 ' ' ' ß 2iw2?+1 ß 2i+1 w2i+2 =  ba£abbb
w2i—k+1ß 2i—k+1 ' ' ' w2iß 2iw2i+1ß 2i+1 =  baCabbb 
where ^ is some word of length  2k — 4 and
j  +  q' — [q] +  k <  2i <  j  +  q' — 1, j  +  k — 2 <  2i <  j  +  _qj — 2,
j  +  q' — [q] +  k — 1 <  2i <  j  +  q' — 2, j  +  k — 1 <  2i <  j  +  _qj — 1
A fter m atching the  content of (5.9) to  s5 w ith  r  from  (5.8) as th e  reference and small 
com putations, we are able to  determ ine the  values of i, i, i, i. If k is odd, they  are:
i G { j +r —23k—1 , j+r+k+1 }, i G { j +r —22k—2 , }, (5.10)
i  G { j+ r-k— 1 j+r+3k+1 } i g { j+r j+r+4k+2 }
O therwise, these values are:
i G { j+r - k , j +r+23k+2}, i G { j +r-22k-2 , j+ + k }, (5.11)
i  G { j+ r—3k—2 j+r+k } i g { j+r j+r+4k+2 }
Notice also th a t C2 implies the  only one (case)-wave interfering w ith the  candi­
date, therefore, for brevity, we can regard its (case)-wave gap as infinite. We will use
Lem m a 5.4 im plicitly every tim e we m ention properties of extended (case)-waves. 
In the  succeeding lemmas concerning odd 5th  powers the  proofs are very similar, so 
we will expose the  m ajority  of technical details differentiating each reasoning.
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L e m m a  5 .8 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 3.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  3 from (5.4) or (5.5). C1 implies abbba is 
a subword of (s0s 1s2)5, which is im possible due to  a =  b. We ju s t need to  verify C2. 
Observe th a t in such situation  Wj ■ ■ ■ Wj+6 is an  overlap. Because t  is overlap-free, 
a t least one le tte r from the  overlap belongs to  the  wave interfering w ith  s5.
If we have an extended wave u w ith  such interfering wave of length  1, then  u 2 is 
the  only le tte r if the  wave and  u 2 =  w,, where i =  j  or i =  j  +  1 (greater values of 
i would im ply C1). (b1)-wave and  (c1)-wave contradicts Wj ■ ■ ■ Wj+6 being overlap, 
because w, =  u 2 =  u 5 =  w,+3 and  i +  3 <  j  +  4 <  j  +  6.
For (a)-wave let u 2 =  a. As a consequence, ß i_ 1 =  b and  wi+1 =  u 3 =  u 2 =  a, so 
we ob ta in  a word baß,a. W hen (5.5) holds or i =  j  +  1, th is word is a subword of 
(s0s 1s2)5 -  a contradiction. O therwise i =  j , s0 =  u 2 =  Wj, and ß i_ 1 doesn’t belong 
to  s5. However, in (5.4) a word Wj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+7 m ust also be an overlap, bu t it contains 
only consecutive signs from  t -  we get ano ther contradiction.
Consider extended (b2)-wave: u =  ababbababa. C2 m eans we should search 
for the  overlap Wj ■ ■ ■ Wj+6 th a t i +  1 <  j  <  i +  7, where W, =  u0. The infinite 
(b2)-wave gap m eans the  equality Wj+8Wj+9Wj+10 ■ ■ ■ =  Tj+8Tj+9 Tj+10 ■ ■ ■.
For j  =  i +  7 we d on ’t have overlaps, because:
W,+4 =  u4 =  b =  a =  u 7 =  W,+7
Wj+6 =  u6 =  b =  a =  Tj+9 =  Wj+9
For j  =  i +  7 in order to  prove overlap-freeness we should know which 4-letter 
segment from  (5.1) is Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+13:
Wj+9 =  Tj+9 =  a =  b =  Tj+12 =  Wj+12 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+13 =  abba)
Wj+8 =  Tj+8 =  b =  a =  Tj+11 =  Wj+11 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+13 =  baab)
At last, consider extended (c2)-wave: u =  ababbababa. Similarly, i +  1 <  j  <  i +  5
(where Wj =  uo) and Wj+6Wj+7Wj+8 ■ ■ ■ =  Tj+6Tj+7t,+8 ■ ■ ■. We receive:
Wj+4 =  u 4 =  b =  a =  Tj+7 =  Wj+7
Wj+6 =  Tj+6 =  b =  a =  Tj+9 =  Wj+9
Thus there is no overlap caused by (c2)-wave, which ends the  proof. ■
L e m m a  5 .9 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 5.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  5 from (5.4) or (5.5). In C1 case note 
th a t (5.9) for k =  2 m eans 2-letter segment w2jw2j+1 =  bb is not a p a rt of t  and 
it could only be an effect of some 1-letter wave. Such wave should be preceded by 
ß 2j_2w2j_ 1ß 2j_ 1 =  aaa , b u t ß 2j_2 =  b contradicts this statem ent.
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Look a t the  rem aining case C2. At first, we should exclude 1-letter waves. O b­
serve we can find such waves a t positions j  or j  +  1, whereas w j+2w j+3 ■ ■ ■ wj + 11 =  
Tj+ 2Tj+3 ■ ■ ■ Tj+ 11 is a square of length 5, which contradicts P roposition  1.9.
Now we exam ine an  extended (b2)-wave or an  extended (c2)-wave u =  ababbababa 
in the  same way as in Lem m a 5.8, yet th is tim e we look for a square wjw j + 1 ■ ■ ■ w j+9
th a t i +  1 <  j  <  i +  7 or i +  1 <  j  <  i +  5 respectively, where w* =  u 0.
For the  extended (b2)-wave (w ith usage of 8-letter segments from (5.1)):
w*+4 =  u 4 =  b =  a =  Ti+9 =  w*+9
w*+9 =  Ti+9 =  a =  b =  Ti+14 =  w*+14 (t*+10 ■ ■ ■ Ti+17 =  abbabaab)
w*+6 =  u 6 =  b =  a =  Ti+11 =  wi+11 (Ti+10 ■ ■ ■ Ti+17 =  baababba)
wi+11 =  Ti+11 =  a =  b =  Ti+16 =  wi+16 (Ti+10 ■ ■ ■ Ti+17 =  baababba)
For the  extended (c2)-wave (w ith 8-letter segments as well):
wi+4 =  u 4 =  b =  a =  Ti+9 =  wi+9 
wi+9 =  Ti+9 =  a =  b =  Ti+14 =  wi+14 (Ti+12 ■ ■ ■ Ti+19 =  abbabaab)
wi+8 =  Ti+8 =  b =  a =  Ti+13 =  wi+13 (Ti+12 ■ ■ ■ Ti+19 =  baababba)
Thus we receive no square of length 5 and  C2 doesn’t  hold. ■
L e m m a  5 .10 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 7.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  7 from (5.4) or (5.5). L e t’s consider C1 
case. We apply (5.9) for k =  3, which m eans a 2-letter segment w2iw2i+ 1 =  bb is not 
a p a rt of t  and  it could only be an effect of some 1-letter wave. It implies £ =  aa and 
w2i—2w2i—1w2i =  aab, which is not a prefix of any extended wave -  a contradiction.
For C2 we make the  steps as in Lem m a 5.9. We apply P roposition  1.9 (squares of 
length 7) to  elim inate 1-letter-wave subcases. L e t’s fix w* =  u 0, where u =  ababbababa 
is an extended (b2)-wave or an extended (c2)-wave, and search for a 7-letter square. 
We are unable to  find it for the  extended (b2)-wave:
wi+7 =  u 7 =  a =  b =  Ti+14 =  wi+14 (Ti+10 ■ ■ ■ Ti+17 =  abbabaab)
wi+4 =  u 4 =  b =  a =  Ti+11 =  wi+11 (Ti+10 ■ ■ ■ Ti+17 =  baababba)
wi+9 =  Ti+9 =  a =  b =  Ti+16 =  wi+16 (Ti+10 ■ ■ ■ Ti+17 =  baababba)
A nd for th e  extended (c2)-wave, too:
wi+7 =  Ti+7 =  a =  b =  Ti+14 =  wi+14 (Ti+12 ■ ■ ■ Ti+19 =  abbabaab)
wi+6 =  Ti+6 =  b =  a =  Ti+13 =  wi+13 (Ti+12 ■ ■ ■ Ti+19 =  baababba)
As a result, C2 is false.
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L e m m a  5 .11 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 9.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length 9 from  (5.4) or (5.5). In C1 case we 
use (5.9) for k  =  4, so in the  same way as in Lem m a 5.10 we are able to  check th a t 
£2£3 =  aa. Like in Lem m a 5.9, W2jW2j+ 1 =  aa implies ß 2j_2W2j_1 ß 2j- 1 =  bbb and 
a contradiction due to  ß 2j_2 =  a.
For C2 we make the  steps as in Lem m a 5.9. We apply P roposition  1.9 (squares of 
length 9) to  elim inate 1-letter-wave subcases. L e t’s fix Wj =  u 0, where u  =  ababbababa 
is an  extended (b2)-wave or an  extended (c2)-wave, and look for a 9-letter square. 
The search is unsuccessful for the  extended (b2)-wave:
Wj+6 =  U6 =  b =  a =  Tj+15 =  Wj+15 (rj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+17 =  abbabaab)
Wj+10 =  Tj+10 =  a =  b =  Tj+19 =  Wj+19 ( tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+21 =  abbabaababba)
Wj+9 =  Tj+9 =  a =  b =  Tj+18 =  Wj+18 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+21 =  abbabaabbaab)
Wj+7 =  U7 =  a =  b =  Tj+16 =  Wj+16 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+17 =  baababba)
A nd also for the  extended (c2)-wave:
Wj+8 =  Tj+8 =  b =  a =  Tj+17 =  Wj+17 (Tj+12 ■ ■ ■ Tj+19 =  abbabaab)
Wj+9 =  Tj+9 =  a =  b =  Tj+18 =  Wj+18 (Tj+12 ■ ■ ■ Tj+19 =  baababba)
Therefore C2 is not true. ■
L e m m a  5 .12 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 11.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  11 from (5.4) or (5.5). In C1 case we 
use (5.9) for k  =  5, hence in th e  same way as in the  previous lemmas we are able to  
find the  elem ents of £:
W2j W2j+1 =  bb ^  ß 2j - 2 W2j - 1ß 2j - 1 =  £4^  =  aaa 
W2iW2i +1 =  £4a =  aa ^  ß 2j-2W2j-1ß 2j-1 =  £1£2£3 =  bbb 
W2i-2W2i-1 =  £1£3 =  bb ^  ß 2i-3 =  £0 =  a
It leads to  a contradiction, because ß 2~j-4W2~j-3ß 2~j-3 =  aaa.
For C2 we repeat the  reasoning from Lem m a 5.9. We use P roposition  1.9 (squares 
of length 11) to  elim inate 1-letter-wave subcases. Moreover, the  biggest index po in t­
ing to  the  last le tte r of WjWj +1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+q< modified by an  extended (c2)-wave is j  +  4, 
while Wj+5Wj+6 ■ ■ ■ Wj+26 is a square, so the  proposition excludes also 4-letter waves.
L e t’s fix Wj =  u 0, where u  =  ababbababa is an extended (b2)-wave and  make sure 
th a t the  wave doesn’t produce an 11-letter square:
Wj+9 =  Tj+9 =  a =  b =  Tj+20 =  Wj+20 (Tj+18 - - - Tj+21 =  abba)
Wj+8 =  Tj+8 =  b =  a =  Tj+19 =  Wj+19 (Tj+18 - - - Tj+21 =  baab)
Eventually, C2 does not hold.
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L e m m a  5 .13 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 13.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  13 from (5.4) or (5.5). In C1 case we
use (5.9) for k =  6 as in the  previous lemmas in order to  determ ine £ =  aaabbbaa. It
m eans w2j_4w2j_3w2j_2 =  aab is a prefix of some extended wave -  a contradiction.
Case C2 is sim ilar to  the  one from  Lem m a 5.12, so we ju s t need to  check w hether 
an extended (b2)-wave in troduce a 13-letter square. L e t’s fix w, =  u 0, where u =  
ababbababa is the  extended (b2)-wave.
Wj+8 =  Tj+8 =  b =  a =  Tj+21 =  Wj+21 ( t ,+18 ■ ■ ■ Tj+21 =  abba)
Wj+10 =  Tj+10 =  a =  b =  Tj+23 =  Wj+23 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+25 =  abbabaabbaababba)
Note th a t T,+10 ■ ■ ■ t,+ 25 could not be baababbabaababba, since Tj+9Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ t,+ 25 would 
be an overlap. As a result, we contradict C2. ■
L e m m a  5 .14 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 15.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  15 from (5.4) or (5.5). In C1 case we
use (5.9) for k =  7 as in the  previous lemmas, which determ ines £ =  bbaaabbbaa
w ith a contradiction due to  ß 2,_ 6w2,_5ß 2j_4 =  bbb.
For C2 we exclude 1-letter and 4-letter waves like in Lem m a 5.12. Additionally, 
the  biggest index pointing to  the  last le tte r of WjWj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+q modified by an  ex­
tended  (b2)-wave is j  +  6, while Wj+7Wj+8 ■ ■ ■ Wj+36 is a square, hence P roposition 1.9 
excludes all possible waves. ■
L e m m a  5 .15 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 17.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  17 from (5.4) or (5.5). We know th a t C2 
is false by the  same reasoning as in Lem m a 5.14. In C1 case we use (5.9) for k =  8 
as in the  previous lemmas and  determ ine £ =  abbbaaabbbaa w ith  a contradiction: 
^2j_8W2j_7^2j_7 =  aaa . ■
L e m m a  5 .16 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 2k +  1 
fo r  k >  9.
Proof. Assume we have th e  word s of length  2k +  1 for k >  9 from (5.4) or (5.5). We 
know th a t C2 is false by the  same reasoning as in Lem m a 5.14. If C1 holds, then  
for an  arb itra ry  j  there are integers i, i, i, i th a t the  words below are subwords of s5:
ß 2j_8w2j_7 ' ' ' ß 2j_ 1 w2jß 2jw2j+1ß 2j+1 =  £abbba 
W2j_6ß 2j_6 ' ' ' W2j+1ß 2j+1W2j+2ß 2j+2W2j+3 =  £abbba 
^2Î_7W2Î_6 ' ' ' ß 2,W2,+1 ß 2,+1 W2,+2ß 2,+2 =  £abbba 
W2j_7ß 2j_7 ' ' ' W2Ï^2ÏW2Ï+1^2Ï+1W2Ï+2 =  £abbba
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where £ is some 14-letter word and
j  +  q' — [q] + 8  <  2i <  j  +  _qj — 1, j  +  6 <  2i <  j  +  q' — 3,
j  +  q' — [q] + 7  <  2i <  j  +  _qj — 2, j  +  7 <  2i <  j  +  q' — 2
The values of i, i, i, i are the  same as in (5.10) for odd k and as in (5.11) for even k. 
By applying th e  same technique as in the  preceding lemmas: £ =  aaabbbaaabbbaa.
We have w2i_6w2i_5 ■ ■ ■ w2i+3 =  aabaabaaba. Observe subwords aab a t positions 
2i — 6 and  2i. B oth  positions are even, bu t the  distance between the  subwords is not 
dvisible by 4 -  it contradicts R em ark 5.5 and  ends the  proof. ■
Finally, we com pleted the  fragm ent of the  section devoted to  odd 5th  powers. 
The p a rt re la ted  to  even 5th  powers consists of th ree m ain cases, only th ree special 
cases and  an auxilliary algorithm  for tu rn ing  ou tp u t words in to  t .
L e m m a  5 .17 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 2.
Proof. We only need to  justify  no triv ial 5 th  powers in any ou tp u t word. Indeed, t  
is overlap-free w ith  a t m ost triv ial squares, and extended waves in troduce a t m ost 
triv ial cubes. ■
L e m m a  5 .18 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 4k +  2 
fo r  k >  1 .
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  4k +  2 for k >  1 from  (5.6) or (5.7). It
m eans th a t x =  wjwj +1 ■ ■ ■ w j+10k+4 is a 5 th  power of length 2k +  1. At first, notice
th a t a t least one of these words has to  be entirely inside x:
(1) (a)-wave w ith  first two le tters of (a)-wave gap: aab;
(2) (b1)-wave w ith  first two le tters of (b1)-wave gap: aaa;
(3) (c1)-wave w ith  first two letters of (c1)-wave gap: aaa;
(4) four first le tters of (b2)-wave: baab;
(5) five last le tters of (b2)-wave: aabab;
(6) th ree last le tters of (c2)-wave: aab.
Otherwise, we ob ta in  x4x 5 ■ ■ ■ x 10k+1 =  Tj+4Tj+5 ■ ■ ■ Tj+10k+1, because a t m ost first 
four or a t m ost last th ree elem ents of x could still be p arts  of waves w ithout violating 
the  negation of the  previous statem ent. Hence we receive an overlap x 4x 5 ■ ■ ■ x 4k+6 
for k >  1, which contradicts Theorem  1.6.
Assume word (1) is located a t some position i in x and sim ultaneously a t even 
position in w (first a is the  wave). T hen either second aab is located a t position 
i — 4k — 2 if i >  4k +  2, or a t position i +  4k +  2 if i <  4k +  2. However, the  distance 
between the  first and the  second aab is not divisible by 4, contradicting R em ark 5.5.
For words (2) and  (3) if we know th a t one of them  is located a t i in x, then  
the  second aaa is a t i — 2k — 1 for i >  2k +  1 or a t i +  2k +  1 for i <  2k + 1 .  Since 
aaa can be located only a t even positions in w, it contradicts R em ark 5.5 too.
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W hen words (4), (5) or (6) are subwords of x, then  x has a subword aab located 
a t some index i. Consequently, the  second aab is a t i — 2k — 1 for i >  2k +  1 or 
a t i +  6k +  3 for i <  2k + 1 ,  and the  th ird  aab is a t i +  2k +  1 for i <  8k +  1 or 
a t i — 6k — 3 for i >  8k +  1. The first aab is located a t odd position in w, whereas 
the  second and th ird  one -  a t even positions. T he distance between the  second and 
the  th ird  aab is not divisible by 4, which contradicts R em ark 5.5 one more time.
At the  end, it is straightforw ard to  check th a t all considered words are entirely 
inside x for k >  1. ■
L e m m a  5 .19 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 4.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  4 from (5.6) or (5.7). It m eans th a t 
WjWj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+9 is a 5 th  power of length  2. For C1 we take r  from  (5.8). If r  <  7 
then:
wj+r+2ß j+r+2wj+r+3 wj+r ß j+r wj+r+1 abb
Tj+r+2 =  b m eans th a t Tj+r+3 =  a, because there is no 2-letter segment bb in t . Al­
though Wj+r+2Wj+r+3 seems to  be the  beginning of (b2)-wave or (c2)-wave, ß j+r+2 =  a 
contradicts this statem ent.
Thus r  =  7 and  consequently WjWj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+9 =  bababababa w ith  odd j . Since 
Tj+4Tj+5 ■ ■ ■ Tj+8 is not an overlap, a t least one le tte r from  Wj+4, Wj+5, Wj+6 is modified 
by some wave. I t ’s not a 1-letter wave, since such wave produces 2-letter segments 
aa  and  bb. Consider o ther subcases to  ob ta in  a contradiction:
(c2)-wave Wj+3Wj+4Wj+5Wj+6 -  impossible: Wj+3Wj+4 =  ba;
(b2)-wave Wj+1Wj+2Wj+3Wj+4Wj+5Wj+6 -  impossible: Wj+1Wj+2 =  ba;
(c2)-wave Wj+1Wj+2Wj+3Wj+4 -  impossible: Wj+1Wj+2 =  ba;
(b2)-wave Wj_1WjWj+1Wj+2Wj+3Wj+4 -  impossible: Wj =  a.
For C2 we observe the  biggest index pointing to  the  last le tte r of WjWj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+9 
modified by an  extended wave except for (b2)-wave is j  +  4, while Wj+5Wj+6 ■ ■ ■ Wj+9, 
a subword of t , is an  overlap. It contradicts overlap-freeness of t .
In th e  rem aining subcase we should check if an extended (b2)-wave u =  ababbababa 
introduces a 5 th  power WjWj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+9 th a t i +  1 <  j  <  i +  7, where w, =  u 0.
Wj+3 =  u3 =  b =  a =  u5 =  Wj+5
Wj+10 =  Tj+10 =  a =  b =  Tj+12 =  Wj+12 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+13 =  abba)
Wj+10 =  Tj+10 =  b =  a =  Tj+12 =  Wj+12 (Tj+10 ■ ■ ■ Tj+13 =  baab)
The inequalities above are sufficient to  negate C2 also for extended (b2)-waves. ■
L e m m a  5 .20 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 8k +  4 
fo r  k >  1 .
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  8k +  4 for k >  1 from  (5.6) or (5.7). It 
m eans th a t x =  WjWj+1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+20k+9 is a 5 th  power of length 4k +  2. At first, notice
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th a t a t least one of these words has to  be entirely inside x:
(1) (a)-wave w ith  first two le tters of (a)-wave gap: aab;
(2) (b1)-wave w ith  first two le tters of (b1)-wave gap: aaa;
(3) (c1)-wave w ith  first two letters of (c1)-wave gap: aaa;
(4) (b2)-wave w ith  the  m inim al (b2)-wave gap: abbababa;
(5) (c2)-wave w ith  the  m inim al (c2)-wave gap: abbababa.
O therwise, we are sure th a t x 5x 6 ■ ■ ■ x 20k+2 =  Tj+5r j+6 ■ ■ ■ Tj+20k+2, because a t m ost 
first five or some of a t m ost last seven elem ents of x could be signs from waves w ith­
out violating the  negation of the  previous statem ent. Hence we receive an overlap 
x 5x 6 ■ ■ ■ xsfc+9 for k >  1, which contradicts Theorem  1.6.
We lead the  same reasoning as in Lem m a 5.18 to  show th a t word (1) is no t a p a rt 
of x. If word (2) or (3) is a subword of x located a t position i, then  the  second aaa 
appears either a t i — 8k — 4 for i >  8k +  4, or a t i +  8k +  4 for i <  8k +  4. L e t’s 
denote the  distance between th e  first and  the  second aaa by A. Obviously, we have 
A  =  4 (m od 8). R em ark 5.5 implies A  =  d (mod 8) where d G {0, 2, 6}, and  we 
receive a contradiction.
Assume we found word (4) a t position i in x. It m eans th a t j  +  i =  0 (mod 8). 
Consequently, there is also the  second word abbababa in x a t position i satisfying:
Similarly, when word (5) appears a t position i in x, we ob ta in  j  +  i =  6 (mod 8) and 
we consider th e  second abbababa located a t position i th a t:
A fter small calculations we receive in each subcase either j  +  i =  2 (mod 8), or 
j  +  i =  4 (m od 8). B oth  equivalences lead to  contradictions:
j  +  i =  2 (m od 8): there is a 4-letter segment baba a t j  +  i +  4; according to  Re­
m ark 5.6, it m ust be preceded by abba in case of (b2)-wave or followed by abab 
in case of (c2)-wave.
j  +  i =  4 (m od 8): there is a 4-letter segment baba a t j  +  i +  8; according to  Re­
m ark 5.6, it can be only preceded by abab (in case of (c2)-wave).
It is easy to  check th a t all the  second words are entirely inside x for k >  1. ■
{i — 8k — 4 i f  k =  0 (mod 2) and i >  8k +  4i +  4k +  2 i f  k =  0 (mod 2) and i <  8k +  4i — 4k — 2 i f  k =  1 (mod 2) and i >  4k +  2
i +  8k +  4 i f  k =  1 (mod 2) and i <  4k +  2
{i — 4k — 2 i f  k =  0 (mod 2) and i >  4k +  2i +  8k +  4 i f  k =  0 (mod 2) and i <  4k +  2i — 8k — 4 i f  k =  1 (mod 2) and i >  8k +  4
i +  4k +  2 i f  k =  1 (mod 2) and i <  8k +  4
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R e q u ire :  w ord is a t position p  in an o u tp u t word, where p  =  pos (m od 8)
1: fu n c tio n  In t e r p r e t A sT a u (word, pos)
2: c ^  8 — pos (mod 4) > position of the  first 4-letter segment in w ord
3: /en  ^  /ength(w ord)
4: re su /t ^  w ord
5: w h ile  c +  3 <  /en  d o
6: if  w o rd [c ... c +  3] G {0100,1011} th e n  > (a)-wave or (c1)-wave
7: resu /t[c  +  2] ^  1 — word[c +  2] > abaa ^  abba
8: e lse  if  w o rd [c .. .c  +  3] G {0001,1110} th e n  > (b1)-wave
9: resu/t[c] ^  1 — word[c] > aaab ^  baab
10: e lse  if  w ord [c . . .  c +  3] G {0101,1010} th e n
11: if  c +  7 <  /en  a n d  c +  pos =  4 (mod 8) th e n
12: if  w o rd [c .. .c  +  7] G {01011010,10100101} th e n  > (c2)-wave
13: resu /t[c  +  2] ^  1 — word[c +  2] > abab ̂  abba
14: resu /t[c  +  3] ^  1 — word[c +  3]
15: resu /t[c  +  4] ^  1 — word[c +  4] > baba ̂  abba
16: resu /t[c  +  5] ^  1 — word[c +  5]
17: e lse  > (b2)-wave
18: if  c >  4 th e n  > the  previous segment
19: resu /t[c  — 4] ^  1 — word[c — 4] > baab ^  abba
20: resu /t[c  — 3] ^  1 — word[c — 3]
21: resu /t[c  — 2] ^  1 — word[c — 2]
22: resu /t[c  — 1] ^  1 — word[c — 1]
23: e n d  if
24: resu/t[c] ^  1 — word[c] > abab ^  baab
25: resu /t[c  + 1 ]  ^  1 — word[c +  1]
26: e n d  if
27: e n d  if  > c +  pos =  0 (mod 8) ^  (c2)-wave one itera tion  before
28: e n d  if
29: c ^  c +  4 > moving to  the  next 4-letter segment
30: e n d  w h ile
31: r e tu r n  re su /t > note: some first and last le tters m ight be un in terpreted
32: e n d  fu n c tio n
We s ta rt th e  p a rt of the  section devoted to  the  proofs for 5 th  powers of length 
divisible by 8 by revealing a function In t e r p r e t A sT a u : {0,1}* x Z 8 ^  {0,1}* 
as an  algorithm  based on R em ark 5.6 for changing subwords of ou tp u t words (first 
param eter), w ith  an auxilliary inform ation abou t the  position of the  first 8-letter 
segment (second param eter), back into subwords of r .
The function does not receive the  exact position of subwords inside the  ou tp u t 
words, so it has to  analyse the ir content to  give the  right result. In t e r p r e t A sT au 
replaces the  full 4-letter segments of ou tp u t words w ith  4-letter segments of r  (and,
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as we will see, not all of them ), so only a subword of the  first param eter of length 
divisible by 4 is in terp re ted  -  o ther symbols are left unchanged.
R em ark 5.6 shows th a t A lgorithm  R 5 A 2  introduces th ree new types of 4-letter 
segments to  already known abba from t . In t e r p r e t A sT au handles them  as follows:
1. abaa -  always directly in terpreted  as abba in line 7.
2. aaab -  always directly in terpreted  as baab in line 9.
3. abab -  either th e  consequence of (b2)-wave (lines 18-25), or (c2)-wave (lines 
13-16). In order to  decide we need to  exam ine the  succeeding 4-letter segment 
in line 12. The verification is valid because if abab appears a t position divisible
by 8 in some ou tp u t word, then  (from th e  rem ark) it m ust be the  second
segment rela ted  to  (c2)-wave (see lines 11 and 27) -  we change it immediately. 
Interestingly, the  case of (b2)-wave is the  only case in which the  function has 
to  modify the  segment before the  current one and in which abba is changed.
To sum m arize, In t e r p r e t A sT au  unam bigously transla tes the  segments specific 
to  ou tp u t words, yet in case of abab it needs to  preview the  next segment. W hen 
i t ’s im possible, it lefts one ((c2)-wave) or two ((b2)-wave) last full segments of w ord 
unchanged. Moreover, if the  first full segment of w ord is abab and  pos G {0,5, 6, 7}, 
then  the  function skips the  segment -  there  is no itera tion  before (the com ment 
in line 27).
L e m m a  5 .21 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 8.
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  8 from (5.6) or (5.7). It m eans th a t 
x  =  WjWj+ 1 ■ ■ ■ Wj+ 19 is a 5 th  power of length 4. As a consequence, x contains a t least 
four full identical 4-letter segments y. L e t’s look closely a t each possibility of y:
y =  abaa: I n t e r p r e t A s T a u ^ 4, p) =  (abba)4 , where p  G {0,4}. The whole y4 is 
in terpreted , yet t  has no 4th  powers -  y4 cannot be a subword of x.
y =  aaab: I n t e r p r e t A s T a u ^ 4, p) =  (baab)4 , where p  G {0,4}. Hence y4 is not 
a subword of x.
y =  abab: R em ark 5.6 indicates th a t y m ust be an  effect of (b2)-wave or (c2)-wave, 
and b o th  of them  introduce a pair of different 4-letter segments. There is no 
way to  construct y4 from them ; we are able to  create a t m ost y2 by setting  
together segments from two (c2)-waves: babaababababbaba.
y =  abba: I n t e r p r e t A s T a u ^ 4, p) =  (abba)4, where p  G {0,4}. The last 4-letter 
segment m ight be a p a rt of (b2)-wave (if p  =  4) and  it could be left un in ter­
preted  due to  the  lack of the  next full segments. However, we are sure th a t 
first th ree segments are in terpreted  correctly, which m eans no y4 in x because 
of cubefreeness of t  .
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We did not find any valid y4, which contradicts the  existence of x. ■
L e m m a  5 .22 . Algorithm R 5 A 2  won’t let A n n  lose on a 5th power of length 8k 
fo r  k >  2 .
Proof. Assume we have the  word s of length  8k from (5.6) or (5.7). It m eans th a t 
x  =  wjw j + 1 ■ ■ ■ w j+20k—1 is a 5 th  power of length  4k. Thus x contains a t least 5k — 1 
full 4-letter segments.
L e t’s th ink  abou t the  possible effect of applying the  function In t e r p r e t A sT au 
to  x. Observe th a t the  last two full segments could be un in terp reted  in case of 
(b2)-wave. T he similiar s ituation  m ay happen  to  the  first full segment of x when it 
is the  second segment rela ted  to  (c2)-wave. Therefore, we ob ta in  5k — 4 full segments 
in terpreted  by the  function, which leads to  a t least 3k full segments for k >  2. Notice 
the  word built on these 3k 4-letter segments is a cube of length  4k, which is tran sla ted  
by In t e r p r e t A sT au  into ano ther cube. Hence we receive a contradiction, because 
t doesn’t  contain 3rd powers. ■
At last:
T h e o re m  5 .23 . There exists a strategy with finite description fo r  A n n  that allows 
her to win the 5th-power-free game of any length on 2 letters.
Proof. We covered all the  cases in Lemmas 5.7-5.22 and  therefore proved th a t Algo­
rithm  R 5 A 2  is the  right strategy  for Ann. ■
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Squarefree colourings o f line arrangem ents
The contents of the  chapter were originally published in our paper [21]. This p a rt 
of the  thesis is very autonom ous w ith  its own vocabulary, theorem s and  conjectures, 
yet it is still clearly connected to  the  topic of nonrepetitive sequences.
L e t’s consider squarefree colourings of graphs in which a colour sequence of every 
simple p a th  is squarefree. T he least num ber of colours in such colouring of a graph 
G  is denoted by n(G )  and  called the  Thue chromatic number  of G. It was proved 
th a t n (G ) is bounded for graphs of bounded degree [2] and for graphs of bounded 
treew idth  [5, 25], bu t the  following conjecture rem ains open (see [16]):
C o n je c tu r e  6 .1 . There is a constant C  such that every planar graph G satisfies 
n(G ) < C .
In th is chapter we study a geom etric variant of squarefree colourings inspired 
by this conjecture. Let L  be a line arrangement consisting of a finite set of lines 
in the  plane. Let P  =  P (L) denote the  set of all in tersection points of these lines. 
A squarefree colouring of L  is a colouring of the  set P  such th a t a sequence of colours 
determ ined by consecutive points on every line in L  is squarefree.
6.1 T h e m ain  resu lt
We s ta rt w ith recalling a definition of hom om orphism  of edge coloured graphs. We 
say th a t an edge coloured graph G  has a homomorphic embedding in to  ano ther edge 
coloured graph  H  if there is a function h : V (G) ^  V ( H ) such th a t for every pair 
of adjacent vertices u ,v  E V (G), the ir images h(u) and h(v)  are adjacent in H , and 
colour of the  edge h(u)h(v)  is the  same as colour of the  edge uv. The following 
lem m a comes from [3].
L e m m a  6 .2  (Alon, M arshall 1998). Let k be a positive integer. There exists a graph 
H k on at m ost  5k4 vertices with k-coloured edges such that every planar graph G 
whose edges are coloured arbitrarily with k colours embeds homomorphically into H k .
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The proof of this result is based on the  fact th a t p lanar graphs have bounded 
acyclic chromatic number  x«(G ), defined as the  least num ber of colours in a proper 
vertex colouring of G w ith  no 2-coloured cycles. By a famous theorem  of Borodin [11] 
every p lanar graph  G satisfies x«(G) <  5, which is best possible.
T h e o re m  6 .3  (G rytczuk, Kosmski, Zm arz 2015). Every line arrangement has 
a squarefree colouring using at most 405 colours.
Proof. Let L  be a finite set of lines in the  plane and  let P  be the  set of all in tersection 
points determ ined by L. Consider a graph G =  G (L) on the  vertex set P  w ith  two 
points p  and q adjacent if and only if there  is a line in L containing b o th  of them , 
and there is no o ther point of P  placed between p  and  q on th is line. Clearly G is 
a p lanar graph.
A p a th  in G whose vertices are colinear will be called a straight path. Using 
P roposition  1.16 we m ay colour th e  edges of G by th ree colours such th a t no straight 
p a th  contains a p a tte rn  of the  form bxb: ju s t take sufficiently long sequence s w ith 
this property  and colour the  edges of each straight p a th  consecutively, accordingly 
to  s. No conflicts between paths m ay arise as they  are edge disjoint. L e t’s denote 
by c : E (G) ^  {1, 2, 3} any colouring satisfying th is property.
Now we apply Lem m a 6.2 to  G w ith  edge colouring c. Let H 3 and h : P  ^  V (H 3) 
be a graph, and a hom om orphism  satisfying assertion of the  lemma, respectively. We 
claim th a t h is a squarefree colouring of L. Suppose th a t this is not the  case and 
let q be a squarely coloured straight p a th  in G of length  2k w ith  edges denoted 
by ei =  qiqi+1, 0 <  i <  2k — 2. This m eans th a t h(qi) =  h(qi+k) for 0 <  i <  k. 
Thus, by the  edge colour preservation property  of h, we get: c(ei) =  c(ei+k) for 
0 <  i <  k — 2. However, it implies th a t the  colour p a tte rn  of q in colouring c has the 
form bxb, w ith  b =  c(e0)c (e1) ■ ■ ■ c(ek—2) and  x =  c(ek—1). It contradicts the  property  
of colouring c and finishes the  proof. ■
Moreover, Lem m a 6.2 is a special case of the  more general result from [3]:
T h e o re m  6 .4  (Alon, M arshall 1998). For every pair o f integers k and r  there exists 
a graph H k r with edges coloured by k colours such that every k-edge coloured graph 
G with x«(G) <  r  embeds homomorphically into  H k,r . Moreover, the least number of 
vertices in such graph H k,r is bounded by r k r—1.
By th is result and P roposition  1.16 the  proof of Theorem  6.3 generalizes easily, 
giving the  s tatem ent below.
T h e o re m  6 .5 . Let G be a graph with x«(G) <  r  whose edge set is decomposed 
arbitrarily into simple paths Q0,Q 1, . . .  ,Q m—1. Then there exist a vertex colouring 
of G using at m ost  r3 r—1 colours such that the sequence of colours on every path Q  
is squarefree.
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6.2 Squarefree colouring  o f  th e  p lane
The famous Hadwiger-Nelson problem  asks for the  chromatic number of the plane 
X(R2), defined as the  least num ber of colours needed to  colour the  plane such th a t 
every pair of points a t distance one ap art is coloured differently (see [32]). We 
form ulate a n a tu ra l analogous question in the  spirit of squarefree colourings of line 
arrangem ents.
A finite sequence of points P0, P1, ■ ■ ■ , Pm_ 1 in the  plane is called nice if the  points 
are colinear and  the  distance between each pair P, and P j+1 is one. A colouring of 
the  plane is squarefree if a sequence of colours determ ined by every nice sequence 
of points is squarefree. Let n (R 2) denote the  least num ber of colours needed for 
a squarefree colouring of the  plane. We prove below th a t th is num ber is finite. 
As before we will need the  following simple consequence of th e  Thue result, rela ted  
to  two-sided infinite words [34]. Interestingly, the  bound  of 6 is optim al [15].
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .6 . There exists a 6-colouring of the integers such that every finite  
sequence of integers whose consecutive terms differ by at most 2 is coloured square- 
freely.
Proof. Let A =  {a, b, c} and A! =  {a', b ', c'} be two disjoint sets of colours. By the  re­
sult of Thue there is a colouring /  : Z  ^  {a, b, c} such th a t every subword of integers 
is squarefree. Let / '  : Z  ^  {a/,b/,c /} be a true  copy of colouring / .  Define a new 
colouring g : Z  ^  {a, b, c, a ', b ', c'} by shuffling /  and / ' ,  th a t is, by g(2n) =  / (n) and 
g(2n +  1) =  / '( n )  for every n  G Z. It is not hard  to  see th a t g satisfies the  assertion 
of the  lemma. Indeed, let m  =  m 0m 1 ■ ■ ■ m 2k_ 1 be any sequence of integers satisfying 
m j+1 — m , G {1, 2}. Let m (e) and  m (o) be subsequences of m  consisting of even and 
odd term s, respectively. It is clear th a t b o th  are arithm etic  progressions of difference 
2, and  a t least one of them  is nonem pty, say m (e). Suppose now th a t the  sequence 
of colours on m  is a square. It follows th a t restric tion  of g to  m (e) m ust also form 
a square. B ut this contradicts squarefreeeness of /  and  com pletes the  proof. ■
W ith  this lem m a a t hand  we may prove the  following result.
T h e o re m  6 .7  (G rytczuk, Kosmski, Zm arz 2015). n (R 2) <  36.
Proof. Let g be a colouring of the  integers satisfying the  assertion of P roposition  6.6. 
We extend g to  a colouring of the  real line as follows. F irst we split R  into half 
open intervals =  [an ,bn), (n G Z), each of length  1^v/2. T hen we colour each 
point of w ith  g(n). Next we define the  p roduct colouring h of the  plane by 
h (x ,y ) =  (g (x ),g (y )). We claim  th a t h is a squarefree colouring of R 2. To see 
this let S  =  P 1P 2 . . .  Pn be a nice sequence of points, w ith  P, =  (x ,, y,). Define 
a function p  : R  ^  Z  by p(x) =  n  if x G In . Next consider two sequences Sx =  
p (x 1)p(x2) ■ ■ ■ p (xn) and Sy =  p (y1)p(y2) ■ ■ ■ p(yn). It is no t hard  to  see th a t a t least 
one of the  sequences Sx or Sy has gaps precisely in the  set {1, 2} (or in { — 1, —2}). 
This is because colouring h determ ines a tiling of R 2 into squares of diam eter slightly
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less th a n  one and  therefore any line cannot “ju m p ” more th a n  two squares. It follows 
by the  p roperty  of g th a t a colour sequence of S x or S y is squarefree, which implies 
the  same for th e  colour sequence of S . The proof is com plete. ■
6.3 P rob lem s and rem arks
We natu ra lly  expect th a t the  bound of 405 from Theorem  6.3 is not optim al. One 
possible way of lowering it is to  improve B orodin’s theorem  for p lanar graphs arising 
from line arrangem ents. Indeed, we could not find any such graph  w ith  x a (G) =  5. 
On the  o ther hand, the  arrangem ent of six lines determ ined by four sides and two 
diagonals of the  square gives a graph G  w ith  Xa(G) =  4.
C o n je c tu r e  6 .8 . Every planar graph G arising from  line arrangement satisfies 
Xa(G ) < 4 .
If true, the  conjecture would im ply th a t every line arrangem ent has a squarefree 
colouring using a t m ost 108 colours. This still does not sound like the  best possible 
bound. We propose the  following (risky) conjecture.
C o n je c tu r e  6 .9 . Every line arrangement has a squarefree colouring with at m ost 4 
colours.
The conjecture is optim al as is seen in arrangem ent of four lines intersecting 
a t one poin t and the  fifth line intersecting o ther ones a t four different points. For 
the  problem  of colouring the  plane, the  upper bound of 36 given in Theorem  6.7 is 
im proved to  18 in [35]. However, th is tim e guessing th a t n (R 2) =  4 seems definitely 
too risky (though it is not com pletely ruled out). More results regarding nonrepetitive 
colourings of line arrangem ents are presented in [14] and  [35].
Let us conclude w ith  a conjecture generalizing our results. Recall th a t a geometric 
graph is a graph  draw n on the  plane such th a t each vertex corresponds to  a point and 
every edge is a closed line segment connecting two vertices bu t no t passing through 
a th ird . A straight path in a geom etric graph G  is a p a th  whose vertices are colinear. 
A straight squarefree colouring of a geom etric graph  is a colouring of its vertices such 
th a t the  sequence of colours on any straight p a th  is squarefree. Let n(G ) denote 
the  least num ber of colours needed in such colouring of G .
C o n je c tu r e  6 .10 . There is a function f  : N ^  N such that every geometric graph 
G satisfy n(G ) < f  (X ( G) ) .
Clearly the  chrom atic num ber x (G) is a lower bound for n (G ). For graphs arising 
from line arrangem ents x (G) <  4 by the  Four Colour Theorem . For un it distance 
graphs we have x (G) <  7. A nother exam ple in favour of our conjecture is given by 
the  geom etric (visibility) graph V (Z2) generated by integer la ttice  points in the  plane 
(two la ttice  points are connected if there  is no o ther la ttice  point on a line segment 
between them ). It is not hard  to  see th a t th a t x (V (Z2)) =  4, and it was proved 
by Carpi [12] th a t n (V (Z 2)) <  16.
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C onclusion  & open  problem s
In order to  sum m arize our results for “s tan d ard ” nonrepetitive games le t’s look 
a t Table 7.1. The rows in which upper and lower bounds are different natu ra lly  
trigger open problem s. In case of the  squarefree game we can ask even two questions:
P r o b le m  7 .1 . For the squarefree game, what is the m inim al cardinality of an alpha­
bet that guarantees a winning strategy fo r  A nn?
From Theorem s 1.3 and 1.5 we know th a t the  right num ber m ight be 4, 5, or 6. 
F inding an algorithm ic strategy  th a t works for less th a n  8 symbols would be in ter­
esting as well:
P r o b le m  7 .2 . For the squarefree game, what is the m inim al cardinality of an alpha­
bet that guarantees a winning strategy of finite description fo r  A nn?
It would be also nice to  know w hether the  answer in these two variants above is 
the  same or not.
G a m e  ty p e
A lp h a b e t  s ize  fo r a n  a lg o r i th m ic  s t r a t e g y
Lower bound U pper bound
Value Reference Value Reference
(non-trivial-)squarefree 4 Theorem  1.5 8 Theorem  3.6
overlap-free 4 Corollary 4.5 4 Corollary 4.4
cubefree 3 Theorem  5.2 4 Corollary 4.4
non-trivial-cubefree 2 — 3 Corollary 2.11
4th-power-free 3 Theorem  5.2 3 Corollary 2.12
non-trivial-4th-pow er-free 2 — 2 Corollary 2.18
5th-power-free 2 — 2 Theorem  5.23
Table 7.1: C urrently  known m inim al sizes of an alphabet which allow A nn to  win 
non-sparse nonrepetitive games. Note th a t a unary  alphabet always results in A nn’s 
loss.
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Perhaps it is possible to  use techniques from  Theorem s 3.7 or 3.12, and  somehow 
elim inate the  small squares. Inspired by Entringer, Jackson and Schatz (see Theo­
rems 1.17 and 1.18), we m ay also wonder abou t an  analogous gam e over a 2-letter 
alphabet.
P r o b le m  7 .3 . Consider a squarefree game over a binary alphabet in which A n n  m ust  
avoid squares bigger than k only. Is  there a k that allows her to win in such game 
independently o f the size o f the board?
The rem aining gaps in the  bounds from Table 7.1 lead to  form ulate the  following 
problems:
P r o b le m  7 .4 . Does A n n  have a winning strategy in the cubefree game over a ternary  
alphabet?
P r o b le m  7 .5 . Does A n n  have a winning strategy in the non-trivial-cubefree game 
over a binary alphabet?
I t ’s tim e to  change the  topic to  sparse nonrepetitive games. We know only a small 
num ber of facts rela ted  to  them , and these facts entirely refer to  overlap-free and 
squarefree cases.
P r o b le m  7 .6 . For the sparse mth-power-free (m  > 3) game and its non-trivial 
variant, does A n n  have a winning strategy fo r  the same sizes o f an alphabet as 
in the “standard” games of the same type?
Besides, Theorem s 4.2 and 4.3 d on ’t  exhaust the  subject of the  overlap-free case:
P r o b le m  7 .7 . For the sparse overlap-free game of even length one can consider 
a variant in which A n n  makes the first move. Does A n n  have a winning strategy 
in this variant or not?
Let us conclude the  thesis w ith  th e  m ost m ysterious Thue-type game.
P r o b le m  7.8. A n n  and B en  are filling holes o f a partial word with letters (like 
in the sparse overlap-free game). This time none of them, neither A nn , nor B en ,  is 
allowed to create a square. So, the game stops i f  either there are no more holes to be 
filled, or i f  filling any existing hole would produce a square. A n n  wins in the form er  
case, B en  in the latter. W h o  wins this game over a finite alphabet?
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